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Abstract 
GENET has been shown to be efficient and effective on certain hard or large con-
straint satisfaction problems. Although GENET has been enhanced to handle also 
the atmost and i l l e g a l constraints in addition to binary constraints, GENET 
is deficient in handling non-binary constraints in general. In this dissertation, we 
present E-GENET, an extended GENET designed for constraint programming 
(CP) systems. E-GENET features a convergence and learning procedure similar 
to that of GENET and a generic representation scheme for general constraints, 
which range from disjunctive constraints to non-linear constraints to symbolic 
constraints. Four optimizations to E-GENET are then proposed to improve the 
performance. With these optimizations, we can successfully develop a compre-
hensive constraint library on E-GENET which includes constraints available in 
commercial CP systems. Finally, we have implemented an efficient prototype 
of E-GENET for single-processor machines. Benchmarking results confirm the 
efficiency and flexibility of E-GENET. Our implementation also compares well 
against CHIP, PROCLANN, and GENET. 
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Many problems in artificial intelligence and computer science in general can be for-
mulated as constraint satisfaction problems (CSP's). Some examples are computer 
vision [Davis and Rosenfeld, 1981], machine design and manufacturing [Nadel and 
Lin, 1991], temporal reasoning [Dechter et al, 1991] and scheduling [Dhar and 
Ranganathan, 1990]. The generality of the CSP has attracted much research ef-
fort in developing efficient solving techniques [Nadel, 1989; Kumar, 1992; Minton 
et al., 1992; Selman et al., 1992; Tsang and Wang, 1992]. A wealth of constraint 
programming systems are hence introduced [Dincbas et al., 1988c; Colmerauer, 
1990; Puget, 1994]. The main objective of these systems is to rid the user of 
giving step-by-step instructions on how to solve a problem. Constraints provide 
an elegant means of modeling problems that can then be handled by techniques 
developed in CSP research automatically. 
1.1 Constraint Satisfaction Problem 
A CSP can be stated as follows: given a set of variables, a finite and discrete 
domain of possible values for each variable and a conjunction of constraints lim-
iting the combination of values that the variables can take, the goal is to find 
a consistent assignment of values to the variables so that all the constraints are 
satisfied simultaneously. 
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Formally, a CSP is a triple (Z, D, C) where Z = {x1,x2,. •., Xn} is a finite set 
of variables, D = {Dx”Da;”...，Da:J defines domain D^. for every variable Xi 
and C = {ci, C2,...，Cm} is a finite set of constraints. A domain D^i is a finite 
set of possible values that can be assigned to xi and a constraint C{ is a relation 
defined on a subset of Z, i.e., Q C D .^^  x D^^^ x . . . x D^.^. The task of a CSP 
is to find a complete assignment (t*i, V2,.. •, Vn) to variable tuple (x1,x2,. •., Xn) 
such that 
• yi,Vi G Dxi 
• Mci G C, {Vj^,Vj^, • •., % ) G Ci C Da;ji X Dxj2 X • •. X ^xj^. 
A set S is finite if there exists a non-negative integer m such that we can find 
a one-one mapping between S and the set { 1 , 2 , . . . , m}. The CSP defined above 
is sometimes referred to as the finite constraint satisfaction problem. Mackworth ‘ 
and Freuder [1993] shows that CSP's are in general NP-complete [Garey and 
Johnson, 1979]. Thus, a general algorithm designed to solve any CSP will likely 
require exponential time in problem size in the worst case. 
Definition: A unary constraint is a constraint on one variable. A binary con-
straint restricts the combination of values that two different variables can take 
simultaneously. Constraints on more than two variables are called non-binary 
constraints. 
Definition: A binary CSP is a CSP with only unary and binary constraints. A 
CSP with at least one non-binary constraint is referred to as a non-binary CSP. 
1.2 CSP Solving Techniques 
Two main approaches have been developed for solving CSP's. One approach fea-
tures various degrees of combinations of backtracking tree search and constraint 
propagation [Nadel, 1989; Kumar, 1992]. Given a CSP, we first use a constraint 
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propagation algorithm^ such as AC-3 [Mackworth, 1977], to attain a desired level 
of consistency. If no solution or inconsistency is found, then one of the variables 
with domain size larger than 1 is selected and a new CSP is created for each 
possible assignment of this variable. These new CSP's become the successor of 
the current CSP. Repeating this constraint propagation and domain enumeration 
process for each new CSP results in possibly more new CSP's. All newly gener-
ated CSP's can be organized conveniently in the form of a search tree with the 
original CSP as the root node. A standard backtracking algorithm can be used 
to visit these nodes to search for solutions. This framework is realized in the 
constraint logic programming language CHIP [Dincbas et al., 1988c], which has 
been applied successfully to real-life industrial applications [Dincbas et al., 1988a; 
Dincbas et al., 1988b; Perett, 1991]. Although various heuristics, such as variable 
and value orderings [Bitner and Reingold, 1985; Haralick and Elliot, 1980], have 
been proposed to speed up tree search, this class of techniques are algorithmic in 
nature and cannot escape from the curse of NP-completeness, which is the main 
barrier in solving large-scale and hard CSP's. 
Another approach is known as hill-climbing or local search. It consists of start-
ing with a complete but possibly inconsistent variable assignment and incremen-
tally reassigning variables (moving from one variable assignment to a neighbor-
ing assignment) until a consistent variable assignment is achieved. Each specific 
method is characterized by two heuristics: an evaluation function which associates 
every variable assignment with a score and a selection procedure which is used 
for choosing from neighboring variable assignments that have scores higher than 
the current one. For example, the heuristic repair method [Minton et al., 1992 
attempts to minimize the number of constraint violations after each step by reas-
signing a randomly chosen variable. Some standard problems such as iV-queens, 
SAT and graph-coloring can be solved in orders of magnitude faster than tradi-
tional backtracking techniques. The average solution time for the million-queens 
problem is reduced to less than one minute and a half on a SPARCstationl [Minton 
iA constraint propagation algorithm removes inconsistent value assignments. 
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et al., 1992 . 
This approach suffers from two inadequacies. First, execution can easily be 
trapped in local minima (or maxima), a state in which no local move can be made 
but the current assignment is still inconsistent. Second, it is in general not guaran-
teed to find a solution (even if there is one). However, local search algorithms may 
be used for locating some local minima (or maxima) first, and then, with the help 
of restarting [Selman et al, 1992] or constraint reweighting (referred to as learning 
as well) [Morris, 1993; Tsang and Wang, 1992], solutions can eventually be found. 
Techniques like the tunneling algorithm [Zhigljavsky, 1991; Levy and Montalvo, 
1985], simulated annealing [Kirkpatrick et al., 1983; Aarts and Korst, 1989], tabu 
search [Glover, 1989; Glover, 1990] and sometimes genetic algorithms [Holland, 
1975; Warwick and Tsang, 1995] also have a local search component. Local search 
algorithms and the related techniques are usually referred to as stochastic search 
methods since some searching steps of these algorithms contain randomness. 
Studies repeatedly show that there is no universally best algorithm for all 
CSP's [Tsang et al., 1995; Davenport, 1995]. While stochastic search methods out-
perform backtracking-based algorithms on large classes of problems, backtracking-
based algorithms can easily solve some problem instances that are hard for stochas-
tic search methods [Konolige, 1994 . 
1.3 Motivation of the Dissertation 
Constraint Programming (CP) is an appealing programming paradigm. The task 
of a programmer is reduced to stating the constraints of the problem on hand. 
Problem solving can then be tackled by the system automatically. The declarative 
nature of CP enables rapid program development for complex problems. Besides, 
the programs developed are resilient to modification and extension. 
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Many of CP systems are based on or extended from constraint logic pro-
gramming (CLP) [JafFar and Maher, 1994] which incorporates constraint solv-
ing algorithms into logic-based languages. CHIP [Dincbas et al., 1988c], Pro-
log III [Colmerauer, 1990] and clp(FD) [Codognet and Diaz, 1996] are some 
of better known CLP systems. Subsequent related work CHARME and ILOG 
Solver [Puget, 1994] embody CLP concepts in procedural and object-oriented 
frameworks respectively. 
The basic search strategy employed in these CLP or post-CLP systems is 
backtracking tree search with constraint propagation. As mentioned previously, 
this approach has limitations. It lacks good scalability. In addition, it is inherently 
inefficient on CSP's where little useful propagation occurs. Nevertheless, CP 
systems seldom utilize stochastic search methods as the constraint solver since it 
is difficult to find a suitable one. 
Very few stochastic search methods show satisfactory average-case perfor-
mance for large classes of problems. Fine tuning for each particular problem 
is often required. For instance, the temperature in simulated annealing and the 
population size, crossover rate and mutation rate in genetic algorithm have to be 
adjusted for optimal performance. Occasionally, some modifications to the algo-
rithms are also needed. This practice of tuning is undesirable for CP systems as 
their declarative nature would be affected. 
Usually, stochastic search methods can handle only binary or simple con-
straints whereas constraints in real life may be non-binary and very complex. 
For example, we may need to specify in a hospital that there are at least one 
doctor and three nurses in each ward during each shift. A large gap would be 
introduced between the constraints of the original problem and the constraints 
available in the CP system. Expressing a complex constraint with plenty of sim-
ple ones is often a tedious and error-prone task. The transformation can hinder 
upon execution efficiency as well (see section 3.4.1). 
Relative to other stochastic search methods, GENET [Tsang and Wang, 1992; 
Davenport et al., 1994] is more suitable for CP systems. It is a generic neural 
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network model for solving general CSP's with binary constraints. Once a CSP is 
represented by a GENET network, the convergence procedure for finding a solu-
tion can be started without any parameters. Other fine tuning like ad hoc modi-
fication to the convergence procedure is also unnecessary. Furthermore, GENET 
is shown to be effective and efficient in solving such hard CSP's as hard graph-
coloring problems [Johnson et al., 1991] and car-sequencing problems [Parrello 
et al., 1986；. 
However, although Davenport et al. [1994] extends GENET to encompass spe-
cial cases of general constraints, the i l l e g a l and the atmost constraints, a general 
scheme for handling non-binary constraints in GENET does not exist. This led 
to the development of E-GENET [Lee et al., 1995; Lee et al., 1996 . 
1.4 Overview of the Dissertation 
In this dissertation, we present a stochastic search method E-GENET designed 
for CP systems. E-GENET extends GENET for arbitrary general constraint han-
dling. Many constraints available in current CP systems are implemented. To the 
best of our knowledge, it is the first attempt to tackle complex constraints such 
as global constraints in CHIP [Beldiceanu and Contejean, 1994] by a stochastic 
solver. 
The contents of each of the remaining chapters are organized as follows. 
• Chapter 2 discusses related work. We briefly survey some stochastic search 
methods, with a view towards suitability for CP systems. 
• Chapter 3 gives an overview of GENET [Tsang and Wang, 1992; Davenport 
et al., 1994]. It describes the GENET for binary constraints, followed by an 
explanation of the incorporation ofthe i l l e g a l and the atmost constraints. 
• Chapter 4 presents E-GENET [Lee et al., 1995], an extended GENET for 
efficient general, binary and non-binary, constraint handling. Properties and 
benchmarking results of E-GENET are included and explained. 
6 
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• Chapter 5 discusses several optimizations to E-GENET [Lee et aL, 1996 . 
These optimizations rectify the inherent weaknesses of the original model 
and further improve the performance. 
• Chapter 6 demonstrates how a comprehensive constraint library, includ-
ing powerful constraints in the CHIP library [The COSYTEC Team, 1994; 
Beldiceanu and Contejean, 1994], can be implemented by the optimized 
E-GENET. The feasibility and efficiency of each type of constraints is illus-
trated by at least one kind of benchmark problem. 
• Chapter 7 summarizes the contributions and limitations of our work and 




In this chapter, we briefly review some related stochastic search methods, with a 
view towards suitability for CP systems. 
2.1 Heuristic Repair Method 
Heuristic repair method, proposed by Minton et al. [1992], is a local search method 
with min-conflicts heuristic. Initially, a complete but possibly inconsistent variable 
assignment is generated. After that, variables are reassigned incrementally until a 
consistent variable assignment is achieved. At each step, we select a variable that 
is in conflict (two variables are in conflict if their values violate a constraint). The 
variable will then be reassigned a value that minimizes the number of constraint 
violations. 
This approach can easily be trapped in a local minimum (or maximum). When 
trapping occurs, execution has to be aborted. This situation is most likely to occur 
in highly constrained problems [Davenport et aL, 1994 . 
2.2 GSAT 
GSAT [Selman et al., 1992; Sebastiani, 1994] is also a local search method which 
tries to reduce the number of constraint violations after each step. However, 
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instead of reassigning a randomly chosen variable which is in conflict, GSAT would 
reassign the variable which gives the maximum decrease in number of constraint 
violations. The method is restricted to variables with boolean domains (domain 
with two possible values). 
Although GSAT shows excellent results on solving large-scale satisfiability 
problems (SAT's) [Selman et al., 1992], the restriction of boolean variable domains 
makes it unsuitable for general CSP's handling. 
2.3 GENET 
GENET [Tsang and Wang, 1992; Davenport et al., 1994] is a generic neural net-
work model for solving general CSP's with binary constraints. It is based on the 
heuristic repair approach but a heuristic learning rule is used to help the network 
escape from local maxima and to avoid the network settling in the same local 
maxima again. 
With a succinct network model and heuristic learning, GENET outperforms 
both the heuristic repair method and GSAT on graph coloring and car sequencing 
problem [Davenport et al., 1994]. We give a detailed overview of GENET in 
Chapter 3. 
2.4 Simulated Annealing 
The basic idea of the simulated annealing algorithm, originally developed by Kirk-
patrick et al. [1983], can be stated briefly as follows: 
When optimizing a very large and complex system (i.e. a system with 
many degrees of freedom), instead of "always" going downhill, try to 
go downhill "most of the time." 
Every system state is associated with an energy E. Initially, a random state is 
chosen. Then, in each step of the algorithm, a neighboring state of the current one 
9 
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is selected randomly and the resulting change AE in system energy is computed. 
If AE < 0, the neighboring state is accepted as the new current state. Otherwise, 
the neighboring state is accepted with a probability e~^^/^ where T is a time-
dependent temperature. 
T would be decreased gradually as the annealing proceeds, but the optimal 
control o f T i s still not well understood. In fact, it has been the subject of an active 
research field for several years [Haykin, 1994]. As long as T > 0, the algorithm 
always has the possibility of escaping a local minimum. 
When using simulated annealing for general CSP's, we need a scheme for defin-
ing states and neighborhood sets, assigning energy to every state and controlling 
the temperature T. It is in general not easy to find a good scheme that shows 
satisfactory average-case performance for large classes of problems. 
2.5 Genetic Algorithms 
Genetic algorithms [Holland, 1975] are derived from a simple model of popula-
tion genetics. The population contains a finite number of chromosomes and each 
chromosome, having a fitness, is represented by a fixed number of possible values 
or alleles. During each generation, chromosomes are randomly chosen to become 
parents and reproduce according to their relative fitness. New chromosomes are 
then produced by crossover and mutation. A new generation, formed by the newly 
created chromosomes, begins and the process is executed repeatedly. 
Many researchers have applied genetic algorithms to solving CSP's [Gerry 
et al., 1994; Bowen and Gerry, 1995; Eiben et al., 1994; Riff, 1996]. Different 
genetic representations, reproduction mechanisms and fitness functions have also 
been developed. However, most of them are for binary CSP's and in problems 
like SAT's and graph coloring, their performance is worse than local search meth-
ods [Wah and Chang, 1997 . 
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Overview of GENET 
In this chapter, we review GENET [Tsang and Wang, 1992; Davenport et al., 
1994], a generic neural network model for solving general CSP's with binary con-
straints that is based on the iterative repair approach [Minton et al., 1992]. A 
heuristic learning rule is used to help the network escape from local maxima and 
to avoid the network settling in the same local maxima again. As a first step in 
handling general non-binary constraints, Davenport et al. [1994] extend GENET 
with the i l l e g a l and the atmost constraints. The enhanced GENET is shown 
to be effective and efficient in solving such hard CSP's as hard graph-coloring 
problems [Johnson et al., 1991] and the car-sequencing problem [Parrello et al., 
1986 . 
The first part of the chapter describes the network architecture of the orig-
inal GENET and its convergence procedure, followed by an explanation of the 
incorporation of the i l l e g a l and the atmost constraints. The second part of the 
chapter presents methods for handling general non-binary constraints in GENET 
and their deficiencies. 
3.1 Network Architecture 
The original GENET [Tsang and Wang, 1992] handles only binary CSP's. Given 
a CSP, we represent each variable in the CSP by a cluster of label nodes, one for 
11 
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each value in the variable's domain. A label node can be in a state of either on or 
off. At any one time, only one label node per cluster can be on. The value denoted 
by the on-node of a cluster can thus be regarded as the current assignment of value 
to the variable associated with the cluster. Two label nodes are connected if they 
are incompatible, i.e., the pair of values represented by them violates a constraint 
in the CSP. Each connection has a weight that is initialized to —1. 
We denote the label node for value v of variable x by {x, v) and its state by 
S{^x,v) • If 5'(x,7;) is on, the output V{x,v) of (x, v) is 1. Otherwise, VJ^ ；，”〉is 0. The 
input I(^x,v) to {x, v) is the weighted sum of outputs of all nodes connected to {x, v): 
hx,v) = J2 ^M,(y,v')^yy) 
all <2/y) 
where H (^x,t;>,(y,t;'> is the weight of connection between node (x, v) and node {y, v')} 
Since connections are made only between incompatible label nodes in GENET, 
a network is in a solution state when no on-nodes are connected, in which case 
the sum of inputs to all on-nodes is zero. The assignment of values associated 
with a solution state is a solution to the corresponding CSP. 
3.2 Convergence Procedure 
Dynamics of GENET concerns how the network changes states and connection 
weights before it reaches a solution state. Initially, one label node per cluster is 
switched on randomly. Then, the following GENET network convergence proce-
dure is invoked. 
1. Every node {x,v) calculates its input I(^x,v) • In each cluster, the node with 
the maximum input will be turned on. If there are several nodes with the 
maximum input, an on-node with maximum input remains on. Otherwise, 
GENET sets one node with maximum input on randomly. Clusters are 
updated asynchronously, i.e. not all at the same time, until all on-nodes 
remain unchanged. 
iIfthere is no connection between {x,v) and {y,v'), we assume W^x,v),{y,v') = 0. 
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2. If all on-nodes have zero input, then the state represents a solution to the 
CSP and GENET halts with success. Otherwise, the state represents a local 
maximum. 
3. A heuristic learning rule is applied to update all connection weights: if 
^{x,v),{y,v>) < 0, 
^{x,v),{y,v') := ^(x,i;),<yy) 一 y{x,v)V{y,v')-
4. Goto step 1. 
The probabilistic nature of GENET's convergence makes the time required for 
termination of the convergence procedure unpredictable. If the problem is incon-
sistent, GENET even fails to terminate. Hence, in practice, we impose resource 
limits, such as memory usage or CPU time, on GENET's convergence procedure. 
3.3 The illegal and atmost Constraints 
Davenport et al. [1994] extend GENET to a multi-layered network structure to 
encompass special cases of general constraints, the i l l e g a l and the atmost con-
straints. A new class of nodes called constraint nodes is introduced. 
The state Sc of a constraint node c is an integer, representing the degree of 
violation of the constraint represented by the node. A constraint node is connected 
to one or more label nodes. Each connection from a constraint node to a label node 
has a weight that is initialized to —1. During heuristic learning, the connection 
weight Wc,(^ x,v) between constraint node c and label node (x, v) is updated by: 
^c,{x,v) := ^c,<x,^) - {Sc > 0) 
where > is a boolean function that returns 1 if the comparison is true and 0 
otherwise. 
The input Ic to a constraint node c is the unweighted sum of outputs of all 
label nodes connected to c: 
Ic = X ) V(j;^y) 
(x,v)eL 
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where L is the set of label nodes connected to c. The input I(^x,v) to a label node 
is changed to 
^x,v) = Y. ^M,{yy)V{yy) + Y1 Wc,{x,v)Vc,{x,v) 
all {y,v') all c 
where Vc,{x,v) is the output of c to (x, v). The definitions of Sc and Vc,(x,v) can be 
different for different constraint c. We examine the definitions for the i l l e g a l 
and the atmost constraints in details in the following. 
3.3.1 The illegal Constraint 
The i l legal( (xi ,^; i ) , (x2, v2),...，{xn, Vn)) constraint disallows the simultaneous 
assignment of values V1,V2,..., Vn to variables Xi, X2,. . . , o v In other words, label 
nodes {xi, Vi)^ 〈工2，仍〉，•. .，(^ n： ^n) cannot be all on at the same time. 
An i l l e g a l constraint node connects to the n label nodes specified in the 
constraint. The state *Smegai of the constraint node is defined as: 
5'illegal = Allegal — (^ — 1) 
If 5iiiegai = 0, n—1 of the label nodes are currently on and the remaining off-node 
should be discouraged from becoming on. If 5inegai 二 1, an output 1 should be 
sent to each label node to encourage them to change states. Thus the output 
Viiiegai,(a:,7;) of an i l l e g a l constraint node to label node (x, v) is determined by: 
f 
0 if 5inegal < 0 
Kllegal,{x,t;) = 1 — V(x,t;) if illegal 二 0 
1 otherwise 
^ 
3.3.2 The atmost Constraint 
The atmost(A/', Var, Val) constraint specifies that no more than N variables taken 
from the variable set Var are assigned values in value set Val. 
Each constraint is represented by an atmost constraint node connected to label 
nodes in {(j;, v)\x 6 Var, v G Val A 2¾;} where Dx is the domain of x. The state 
14 
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5atmost of an atmost constraint node atmost is given by: 
'S'atmost = /atmost — N 
The output Ktm0st,(x,7;) from an atmost constraint node to label node {x, v) is 
similar to that for an i l l e g a l constraint node: , 
0 if 5atmost < 0 
Ktmost,(rc,t;> = 1 一 max{V(xy)]v' G Vd} if 5atmost = 0 
1 otherwise 
� 
If variable x is currently assigned a value in Val, max{VJx,t;')|f' G Val} = 1. 
Otherwise, max{V{^x,v')W ^ Val} = 0. When 5atmost = 0, N of variables in Var 
are assigned values in Val and the remaining variables are discouraged from taking 
values in Val. 
3.4 General Non-Binary Constraints 
There are three methods to handle general non-binary constraints in GENET. 
First, we can transform these constraints into binary ones with the cost of intro-
ducing new variables of relatively large domains. Second, since any finite domain 
constraint can be expressed as a conjunction of i l l e g a l constraints, we can also 
use constraint nodes proposed by Davenport et al. [1994]. Third, we can trans-
form the whole CSP into a completely new problem with only binary constraints. 
In all three cases, in general, a large number of nodes and connections are needed. 
3.4.1 Constraint Transformation 
Theoretically, with finite domains, all non-binary constraints can readily be trans-
formed into binary constraints [Tsang, 1993]. Consider an arbitrary n-arg con-
straint c{x1,x2,.. • ,^n)- It specifies a set of m + 1 tuples {(foi,^o2, • • •, ^on), 
(^ii, V12 .^. •, v\n)^  •..，(^mij^m2j •. •, Vmn)} which lestncts the values that the vari-
ables a；!, X2,. • •, Xn can take simultaneously, i.e., 0 < i < m 八 a;i = vn A 
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X2 = Vi2 A . . . A Xn = Vin- We can introduce a new variable, say t, with domain 
{0,1，. • •，m} and replace c by n binary constraints Ci(t, xi), C2(t, x2),...，Cn(t, Xn). 
The associated set for each constraint cj(t, xj) is defined as {(0, voj), (1, vij), •.., 
{m,Vmj)}-
For instance, if variables x, y, and z have {1 ,2 ,3 ,4 } as domains, then tuples 
satisfying “工 + y = z" are listed as follows: 
t X + y = z 
0II1 I Y 
1 1 2 3 
2 1 3 4 
3 2 1 3 
4 2 2 4 
5 3 1 4 
We observe that each tuple can be labeled with a unique index, which is shown in 
the first column of the table. We can decompose " x + y = 2：" into three constraints 
"ci(f, x)f\C2�t, y)A(^3(t, zy\ where t is a new variable with domain {0,1, 2,3,4, 5}. 
We list the tuples permitted by Ci, C2 and C3 as follows: 
ci{ t , X ) c2( t , y ) c3( t，z ) 
0 r ^ 0 i 0 2 = 
1 1 1 2 1 3 
2 1 2 3 2 4 
3 2 3 1 3 3 
4 2 4 2 4 4 
5 3 5 1 5 4 
The GENET network for the decomposed constraints contains an extra vari-
able of domain size 6 and 54 node connections. If we have to handle the constraint 
“u + V = X + y,, with all variables having domain {1, 2, . . •，100}, then we have 
to introduce a new variable of domain size 666，700 and 264,013, 200 node con-
nections. As the resulting GENET network of the transformed CSP is usually 
several orders of magnitude larger than that of the original CSP, this transforma-
tional approach is infeasible both in terms of memory requirement and execution 
efficiency. 
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3.4.2 Using the illegal Constraints 
Each constraint c(xi, X2,... ,Xn) specifies the acceptable n-tuples of values of the 
variables X1,a:2,..., Xn- That means, we have a set S of unacceptable tuples 
defined by the constraint. It is worth pointing out that S can be equivalently 
defined in another way by a collection of i l l e g a l constraints. For each n-tuple 
{v1,v2,. •., Vn) in 5, we need to impose an i l l egal ( (x i , i ; i ) , (x2, f2), •. •，(^ n, t'n)) 
constraint only. Hence, any constraint can be replaced by a number of i l l e g a l 
constraints and be implemented in GENET by using constraint nodes proposed 
by Davenport et al. [1994 . 
Consider the example "x + y = 2;" again. Since all variables have domain 
{1,2,3，4} and there are 6 tuples satisfying the constraint, 58 i l l e g a l constraints 
(constraint nodes) are required. If we have to handle the constraint “u + v = 
X + y,, with all variables having domain {1, 2 , . . . , 100}, then we have to utilize 
99，333，300 constraint nodes and build 397,333, 200 connections. As a result, this 
method is also not an ideal scheme, in terms of storage and efficiency, for handling 
general non-binary constraints in GENET. 
3.4.3 Problem Transformation 
For any CSP, there exists a dual problem with only binary constraints [Dechter 
and Pearl, 1988]. Solving the dual problem would also give solutions to the orig-
inal CSP. Thus, non-binary constraints can be handled in GENET by problem 
transformation. 
Given a CSP (Z, D, C) where Z = {x1,x2,... ,Xn} is the finite set of vari-
ables, D = {Dx^, Dx2, ‘ •., Dx^} defines domain D^^ for every variable Xi and 
C = {c1,c2, •.., Cm} is the set of constraints, we can construct the dual problem 
{Z', D', C') as follows: 
• for each Q G C, we create a variable yi in Z'. If Ci C D^j^ x D^j^ x . . . x D^j^ 
and Ci = {(t^0i,^^02,...,t*0fc)，(Wi,^^i2,...,hfc),...,(Uai，^^a2,...,^^ijfc)} then 
the domain of yi, Dy., is {0,1，..., a}. 
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• for any two constraints Ci, Cp G C where i + p, Ci C D^j^ x D^.^ x . . . x Dx.^ 
and Cp C D^ ^^  x ^ ^ x •.. x Ar^，if {j1J2, •. .，jfc}n{&，^, • • -,Qr} + 0, we 
create a constraint Cip G C'. Assume jd^ 二 qei 八 jd2 = Qe2 八•..八 jdyj = Qe^, 
Ci = {(^^l,i^02,...,^ fc)，(Wl,W2，...，^^lfc)，...,(Ual,ra2，...,^^afc)} and Cp = 
{(noi，U02, . . •，Uor), (tfcll, 1^ 12, • . •，Uik), . . .，{Ubl, Ub2, . . . , Ubk)}- {s, t) G Cip iff 
Vsdi = Utei A Vsd2 = Ute2 A • • . A Vsd^  = Ute^  • 
Use the CSP ''x + y = z A x + y,, where the domains of x, y and z are 
{1,2，3，4} as an example. Since there are two constraints, we create two variables 
t1,t2 for the dual problem. It can be observed that ti and t2 index tuples satisfying 
constraints "x + y = 2：" and "x + y,, respectively. 
h X + y 
0 1 Y 
1 1 3 
h X + y = z 2 1 4 
0 1 1 2~ 3 2 1 
1 1 2 3 4 2 3 
2 1 3 4 5 2 4 
3 2 1 3 6 3 1 
4 2 2 4 7 3 2 
5 3 1 4 8 3 4 
9 4 1 
10 4 2 
11 4 3 
As constraints "rc + y = z,, and "rc + : ” have variables in common, we create a 
constraint c(t1,t2) in the dual problem. Consider tuples (1, 2,3) indexed by ti = 1 
and (1, 2) indexed by t2 — 0. Since the corresponding values for x and y are the 
same (1 for x and 2 for y), (1，0) G c{ti, t2). Similarly, we can determine all tuples 
satisfying ¢(^1,^2)-





When we get a solution to the dual problem, say ti = 2 八 t �= 1， f r o m the 
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tuple indexed by ti = 2, we know that x = 1 八 y = 3 八 z — 4 is a solution to the 
original CSP. 
If we have to solve the CSP “u + v = x + y A x + y,, with all variables having 
{1,2，...，100} as domains, the GENET network for the dual problem would have 
6,599,668,300 node connections and two variables of domain size 666,700 and 
9,900 respectively. The transformation process is also very time-consuming. 
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An Extended GENET 
A general scheme for handling non-binary constraints in GENET does not exist. 
Although non-binary constraints with finite domains can readily be transformed 
into binary constraints or expressed as a conjunction of i l l e g a l constraints, the 
resulting GENET network often suffers from excessive combinatorial complexity. 
In this chapter, we propose E-GENET [Lee et al., 1995], an extended GENET 
for efficient general, binary and non-binary, constraint handling. E-GENET allows 
representation of arbitrary general constraints, thus avoiding the introduction of 
new variables and large number of node connections. E-GENET replaces the 
notion of label nodes by variable nodes, which are equivalent to clusters of label 
nodes in GENET. Thus an E-GENET network is in general smaller in size and 
has fewer connections than a corresponding GENET network. 
4.1 Network Architecture 
E-GENET has two types of nodes: variable nodes and constraint nodes. Each 
variable in a CSP is represented by a variable node, which contains the domain 
associated with the variable. The state Sx of a variable node x is defined to be 
the current variable assignment. A constraint node is created for each constraint 
in the CSP. A variable node x is connected to a constraint node c if x occurs in 
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c} Consider the CSP "x + y + z — 9 八 3y - z = 4", where the domains of x, y, 
and z are {1, 2,...，10}. Figure 4.1 shows the CSP's network in E-GENET. The 
constraint node for “3y - z = 4" is connected to relating variable nodes y and z\ 
and the constraint node for "x + y + ^ = 9" is connected to all of x^ y, a^nd z. The 
current state of the network represents the following variable assignment: x = 3, 
y 二 2, and z — 4. 
x + y + 2: = 9 3y-2 ; = 4 
孤 
3 2 4 
X y z 
Figure 4.1: An example network generated by E-GENET 
Unlike GENET, node connections in E-GENET do not have weights. Consider 
the constraint c(xi, X2,. . . , Xn). Each combination (or tuple) {v1,v2,..., Vn) of 
possible values from domains of X1,X2,..., Xn is given a penalty value ^c{vi,v2,...,vn)-
These penalty values, (virtually) stored in the corresponding constraint node, may 
be decreased as a result of heuristic learning. Initially, penalty values of prohibited 
tuples are set to —1 and others to 0: 
f 
0 c{v1,v2, •.., Vn) is satisfied 
^c(v1,v2,...,vn)— 
—1 otherwise w 
Suppose X, y, and z have the same domain {1,2}. The constraint node for "j;+y 二 
2；" contains the following penalty values: 
^We relax terminology by naming a variable (a constraint) also by its variable (constraint) 
node name. 
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X y z 6x^y=z 
1 1 1 II - 1 ~ " 
1 1 2 0 
1 2 1 - 1 
1 2 2 - 1 
2 1 1 - 1 
2 1 2 - 1 
2 2 1 - 1 
2 2 2 - 1 
Each value v in the domain of variable x has an input Ix=v defined as: 
Ix=V �: ^c(5x]^  VJ^V5^X71 )‘ 
3;11 C(3>l ’ •. .jXj< •.’工71 ) 
Thus input to each value of a variable node is a non-positive quantity. A negative 
input indicates that assignment of the value would induce constraint violations in 
the network. When the sum of inputs of values in the current variable assignment 
is zero: 
E ix=s. = 0 
all X 
no constraints are violated and the network is in a solution state. The variable 
assignment associated with a solution state is a solution to the corresponding 
CSP. 
4.2 Convergence Procedure 
Dynamics of E-GENET concerns how the network changes states of variable nodes 
and penalty values in constraint nodes before settling in a solution state. Initially, 
a complete but possibly inconsistent variable assignment is generated. The state 
of each variable node x is then updated to reduce constraint violation by choosing 
the value with maximum input: 
X '.= v' if Ix=v' = max{Ix=vlv G domain of x} 
If there are several values with the maximum input, including the current value of 
oc, X retains its assigned value. Otherwise, a value with maximum input is picked 
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randomly. Following Davenport et al. [1994], we define a repair to be a value 
re-assignment of a variable. Variables in the network are updated asynchronously 
until variable assignment remains unchanged. 
E-GENET terminates execution if a solution state is reached. Otherwise, the 
network is trapped in a local maximum and heuristic learning is activated to help 
escape from the local maximum. Heuristic learning in E-GENET amounts to 
decreasing the penalty values of tuples violating some constraints. We leave the 
heuristic learning rule unspecified intentionally since application of domain knowl-
edge can usually assist us in designing good learning rules for specific problems. 
We show two plausible heuristic learning rules for a constraint c{x1,x2, • •., Xn) in 
the following: 
1. ^c(5xi j5'x2 v"5^xn ) • c^(iSxj^  ?^3：2 ''"j^Xn ) (^c(5xi ^ ^^2 v)^a;n ) � 0) 
2. For all possible tuples {v1,v2,..., Unj, 
^c(v1,V2,...,Vn) '•— ^c(v1,V2,...,Vn) _ (^c(v1,V2,...,Vn) < 0)(^5cci,5x2v,5'xn) < 0) 
where < is a boolean function returning 1 ifthe comparison is true and 0 otherwise. 
The two rules differ in that the former increases the penalty on only the violating 
tuple made from current variable assignment, while the latter also penalizes other 
violating tuples of the constraint. Both rules help destabilize a network trapped at 
a local maximum, after which variable updating is invoked again. The convergence 
procedure is summarized in algorithm 4.1. 
repeat 
update all variable nodes asynchronously until no repair 
if (sum of inputs of values in current assignment is zero) 
terminate with success 
else 
activate heuristic learning 
until (time limit or maximum number of cycles is exceeded) 
Algorithm 4.1: The convergence procedure of E-GENET 
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4.3 E-GENET as a Generalization of GENET 
If we ignore the atmost constraint node described in section 3.3.2, GENET is a 
special case of E-GENET.^ That means that given any GENET network, we can 
construct an equivalent E-GENET network but not vice versa. 
Definition: A GENET network and an E-GENET network for a CSP are said 
to be equivalent if and only if, given the same initial variable assignment, variables 
are updated in the same order^, the convergence procedures for the two networks 
can terminate with same status (find the same solution or use up all resources). 
For any arbitrary GENET network G, we can construct an equivalent E-
GENET network E{G) as follows: 
1. For each cluster Xi in the given GENET network G, we create a variable 
node Xi with domain {?;| label node (xj, v) exists}. 
2. For any different pair of clusters Xi and oCj, we create a constraint node, 
called Cij (or Cjj), to connect the two corresponding variable nodes. Penalty 
values stored in the constraint node are defined by 
^Cij(v,v'){= ^cji{v',v)) = ^(xi,t;),(x,y)(= VT(^,-y),(Xi,t;)) 
3. Finally, for each constraint node illegal({xi^,wi), {xi^,u2),...，{xij^,Uk)) in 
the GENET network, we create a constraint node which is connected to all 
of variable nodes 0 ; ¾ ^ , ¾ , . . . , �i n the E-GENET network. Penalty values 
of all tuples are zero's except 
i^llegal(w1,w2,-,Wfc) 二 ^illegal,(xi^,wi) = • . • = i^llegal,(a:ij^ ,^Ufc) 
To prove that the resulting E-GENET network of the algorithm is equivalent 
to the original GENET network, we proceed to establish three lemmas. 
^The discussion about the atmost constraint node is deferred until the introduction of concept 
of contribution at section 5.2.3. 
^When we update a cluster in GENET, the corresponding variable node in E-GENET is 
updated as well and vice versa. 
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Definition The search space of a CSP {Z, D, C) where Z = {x1,x2,..., Xn} and 
D = {Dx^ , Dx2, • • . , ^ Xn} is Dxi X Dx2 X . • • X Dxn' 
Definition The solution space of a CSP is the set of all possible solutions to 
the problem. 
Lemma 4.1 For any arbitrary GENET network G, G and E{G) share the same 
search space and same solution space. 
Proof: By step 1 of the construction algorithm, it is obvious that G and E{G) 
share the same search space. Thus, we only need to prove that both networks 
share the same set of solutions. 
This can be done if we can show that a state (Vz, S{^xi,vi) is on) of G is a solution 
state if and only if (Vz, Sxi = vi) is a solution state of E{G). In other words, for 
any variable assignment (Vi, xi = Vi), 
Vi, I{xi,vi) = 0 分 Vi, I i^=vi = 0. 
This result can be derived as follows: 
Vi, I{Xi,Vi) = 0 
分 Y^ ^{xi,Vi),{xj,v')V{xj,v>) = 0 A 
all {xj,v') 
5 1 ^illegal,(xi ,Vi) Kllegal,(a;i ,r^ i) 二 • 
all illegal(<a:i,t;i),...) 
^ Y. ^{xuVi),{x^,v^)V{xj,v^) 二 0 八 
all , 
5 Z ^illegal,(xi,7;i) = 0 
all illegal({xi,t;i),...) 
分 ( V j , VF�:c“w〉,〈〜.，”j> = 0)八 (Vil legal(� :r ; i，Vi),. . . ) , 5inegai < 0) 
<^ (Vj, ^cii{vi,vj) = 0) A 
(Villegal((Xi, Vi), (^ ,Wl ) , . • .，{Xj^,Uk)), i^Hegal(r;,,^ ,-,,...,z;,J = 0) 
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分 5 Z ^Cij{Vi,Vj) = 0 A 
all cij 
^2 ^illegal{vi,vj^,...,vjf^) = 0 
all illesBil{{xi,v'),{xj^ ,ui),...,{xjf^ ,Uk)) 
分 Ixi=Vi — 0 口 
Lemma 4.2 Given a GENET network G, if the current states of G and E{G) 
represent the same variable assignment, say (Vj, Xj = i>j), then for any label node 
(^i,^} in G, I{xi,v) = Ixi=v 
Proof: 
^{Xi,v) 
= Y1 (^xi,t;),(x,-,t;')V(x,-,t;'> + 
all {xj,v') 
5Z ^illegal,(xi ,v) ^ llegal,(xi ,v) 
all illegal({xi,v),{xj^  ,wi),...,(xj^  ,Wfc)) 
= Z ) ^(xi,v),{xj,vj)V{xj,vj) + 
all, 
f V 
^ ^ ^iiiegai,(xi ,t ; ) i f V 7 , * S � � r ^ � i s o n 
all iiiege.i{{xi,v),{xj,,ui),...,{xj^,uk)) • otheiwise ‘ 
= X I ^{xi,v),{xj,vj) + 5^ &llegal(z^5^i,...,&h) 
all 3 all illegal((xi,v),(xjj ,ui),...,{xj^ ,Uk)) 
= 5Z ^cij{v,vj) + Y1 i^llegal(t;,5x^ .^ ,.-,5'xjJ 
all Cij all illegal((xi,v'),(xji ,wi),...,(xj^  ,Uk)) 
— Ixi=V 
• 
Lemma 4.3 For any given GENET network G, the two networks E{L{G, A)) 
and L{E{G), A) are exactly identical. L{X, A) is the resulting network of applying 
the corresponding heuristic learning on X (a GENET network or a E-GENET 
network) when the current state of X represents a variable assignment A} 
4pirst heuristic learning rule shown on page 23 is used for E-GENET. 
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Proof: Assume that the current states of G and E[G) represent the variable 
assignment (Vj, Xj = vj). By the construction algorithm, we know that for each 
binary constraint Cij, 
c^ij{v,v>) = ^(xi,i;),(x,y) (4.1) 
and for each il legal{{xi^,Ui), {xi^,U2),...，{xij^,Uk)) constraint, 
^illegal(ui,...,ufc) = ^il legal , (xi^,wi) . ( 4 . 2 ) 
If we can show that both equalities still hold after the activation of heuristic 
learning on G and E{G) respectively, the proof is completed. 
Recall the heuristic learning in GENET. For connection weights between label 
nodes, if VF(^：,,^；),(^ ,^ ) < 0, 
VF(a;i,t;),(x,-y) := ^<xi,t;),(x,-y) - VJxi,z;)V;a:,y). 
It can be rewritten as f 
„ . (^xi,^ >,<x,-,t;') - 1 if ^(xi,t;),(x,y) < 0 八 ” =Vi 八 ”‘=Vj 
VK(^ ,,i;),(a:,-y) := • (4.3) 
‘ W(j:i,v),(xj,v') otherwise 
For connection weights between constraint nodes and label nodes (each constraint 
node is for a constraint i l legal((xji , i^i) , {xi^,u2),. •.，{xi^,Uk))), if 5^ iUegai > 0, 
i^llegal,(rci^ .,Wj) := W i^llegal,(rci^ .,Uj) — 1. 
We concentrate on VFiHegai,(xij,ui)-
f 
„ . ^illegal,(xi,,7xi) - 1 if Ui = Vi,八..•八 Uk = Vi^ 
W^illegal,(xi,,t.i) := (4.4) 
^iiiegai,(a;i^,ui) otherwis6 
The right-hand sides of equalities 4.1 and 4.2 are updated by learning mechanisms 
4.3 and 4.4 respectively. In the following, we show that the first heuristic learning 
rule for E-GENET shown on page 23 performs the same updating mechanism 
on the left-hand sides of the equalities. Hence, both equalities hold after the 
activation of heuristic learning. 
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For each binary constraint Cij, 
C^ij{S^ ,,Sa^ .) -= ^Cij{S .^,S .^) - (&ijOSxp5^) < 0) 
f 
从 r ^^(5..,5..) 一 1 if ^i,(5..,5. ) < 0 
分 ^,(5x,,5..) := • 
^,(5..,5..) Otherwise 
f 
r .— ^Cij(i;i,t;j) — 1 if ^Cij{Vi,Vj) < 0 
^ ^Cij{Vi,Vj).= 
�^ci j (vi ,v j ) Otherwise 
f 
_ ^aj(v,v') — 1 if ^cij{v,v') < 0 八 ” 二 Vi A v' = Vj 
分 Ocij{v,v') '•= \ 
Scij{vy) otherwise 
f 
义 ^(x,,v),(xj,v') 一 1 if ^(xi,v),(xjy) < 0 A V = Vi A v' = vj 
分 Ocij(v,v')'= . 
^(xi,t;),{xj,t;') otherwise 
For each illegal{{xi^,Ui), {xi^,u2),..., (¾,^¾)) constraint, 
i^llegal(5x- ,^...,5x.^ ) := ^illegal(5x.^,...,5x.J _ (^ illegal(5a^ .^  v-,^xiJ < •) 
f 
^ r < i^llegal(5. ,...,5.. ) — 1 if ^illegal(S^ ,...,¾ ) < 0 
分 dillegal(5.,^,...,5.,^)：= ‘ 
6iiiegai(5^,...,s"%) Otherwise 
f 
_ �llegalKi”..’i;iJ — 1 if ^illegal(t;i,,.,^i^) < • 
分 <5iiiegal(t;ii,...,t;i^) •— 
^iiiegaiK^,..,vij Otherwise 
f 
_ ^illegal(t;i^,.,t;iJ - 1 i “ i ^ U i A . . . A V i j ^ = U k 
^ ^illegal(vi^,...,vi^)'= 
^^ iiiegai(^ ;ii，...’”ifc) Otherwise 
f 
_ <^ illegal(ui,...,Wfc) 一 1 if U\ — Vi^ 八..•八 Uk 二 叫知 
^ <^illegal(ui,...,Wfc) : = \ 
‘ ^iiegai(wi,.,ufc) otherwise 
f 
一 ^ i l l e g a l , ( x i , , w i ) 一 1 if ^1 = ^ h 八• • . 八 Uk = 約 知 
^ <^illegal(Mi,...,Wfc) : = \ • 
�^i i iegai,(xi, ,wi) Otherwise 
• 
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Theorem 4.1 Any GENET network G and the corresponding E-GENET net-
work E{G) returned by the construction algorithm are equivalent. 
Proof: By lemma 4.1, we know that G and E{G) represent the same CSP. Assume 
that we start the convergence procedures for G and E{G) respectively with an 
identical initial variable assignment. If, at each step, we choose updating the same 
variable in both networks (a cluster in G and the corresponding variable node in 
E{G)), the two networks can reassign the variable with the same value (lemma 
4.2) and change states accordingly. Eventually, the two networks can find the 
same solution or be trapped at the same local maximum. Execution would be 
terminated if a solution state is reached and thus, we only need to handle the case 
where heuristic learning is activated to help escape from a local maximum. 
Let the current variable assignment of G at a local maximum be A'. Using 
the notation L(X, A) defined in lemma 4.3, we can represent the GENET network 
after learning as L{G, A'). By lemma 4.3，the corresponding E-GENET network 
after learning is E[L[G, A')) (= L{E{G), A')). Hence, we can repeat the above 
argument with the GENET network G' (= L(G,A')), the E-GENET network 
E{G') and the initial variable assignment A'. As a result, the two convergence 
procedures would terminate with the same status (find the same solution or use 
up all resources). 
• 
In general, it is impossible to construct an equivalent GENET network even for 
an E-GENET network with only binary constraints. Although both GENET and 
E-GENET use the min-conflict heuristic of iterative repair approach [Minton et al., 
1992] and rely on learning to escape from local maxima, they differ significantly in 
two aspects. On the one hand, constraints are manipulated differently. Domain 
knowledge can more readily be integrated into E-GENET networks. On the other 
hand, the two network architectures exhibit a number of variations. Smaller 
memory requirement and shorter network construction time can be obtained in 
E-GENET. 
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4.3.1 Constraints 
Constraints are handled very differently in GENET and E-GENET. In GENET, 
each constraint is "unfolded" into a set of inhibitory (negatively weighted) con-
nections. The types and the meanings of constraints are not discerned. Given a 
GENET network, we cannot tell from it alone much about the constraints of the 
CSP. Every inhibitory connection may be shared by one or several constraints and 
is treated equally. 
We believe that efficiency can be improved if more information is provided 
to guide the search. Thus, in E-GENET, each constraint is given a constraint 
node and can be manipulated differently. For example, using application domain 
knowledge, we might be able to design a specific and good heuristic learning rule 
for each constraint. 
Both GENET and E-GENET use the min-conflicts heuristic [Minton et aL, 
1992] to update variables. During a variable update, the value that minimizes 
the number of constraint violations would be chosen. However, GENET and E-
GENET differ in the calculation of the number of constraint violations. Consider 
the CSP "x > y + 3 A x — y is odd 八工 + y + 2", where the domains of x and y 
are { 1 , . . . , 10}. Assume x = 3 A y = 1 is used as the initial variable assignment 
for both networks. We have I(x,s) = - 1 but 1^=3 二 -3.5 
For any pair of label nodes in a GENET network, regardless of the number of 
constraints violated by the corresponding pair of values, there is only one connec-
tion with an initial weight —1 between the two nodes. Nevertheless, in E-GENET, 
an invalid pair may appear in several constraint nodes and each occurrence has an 
initial penalty value —1. This difference provides us great flexibility to integrate 
domain knowledge into E-GENET networks. 
Recall that a constraint is a set of tuples which restricts the values that the 
variables can take simultaneously. Hence, it is easy to merge several constraints 
into one. Consider the CSP "x > y + 3 八 a: - y is odd 八 rr + y + 2" again. 
Three possible E-GENET networks are shown in figure 4.2. Without any domain 
^I{x,3) 二 "W^�x’3�V�y’l> = - 1 and 4 = 3 = J(x>y+3)(3,1) + ^{x-y is odd)(3,l) + <^(a;#y+2)(3,l) = _ 3 
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knowledge, we usually use the left network in the figure. The right one is equivalent 
to the GENET network.® For the middle one, the importance of the constraint 
"x — y is odd" is increased as violation of this constraint is considered the same 
as violation of the other two constraints together. 
x-y , ^>y + 3 x-y x >y + 3 A x^y+2 
工 双 + 3 is odd 工户2/ + 2 Axj^^y + 2 is odd Aa; — y isodd 
腦孤 A 
3 1 3 1 3 1 
X y X y X y 
Figure 4.2: Three possible E-GENET networks 
4.3.2 Network Architecture 
The network architecture of E-GENET has four advantages over that of GENET. 
First of all, binary and non-binary constraints have the same status and are repre-
sented homogeneously. The representation scheme allows users to define arbitrary 
new constraints conveniently without resorting to modifying the underlying net-
work model in an ad hoc manner. Besides, E-GENET replaces the notion of 
label nodes by variable nodes. This implies a much smaller memory requirement. 
Furthermore, connections of GENET must be built before activation of the con-
vergence procedure whereas we need not find all penalty values of E-GENET 
explicitly at the beginning. They can be computed on demand. As a result, 
the cost for network construction is greatly reduced. Finally, constraint nodes 
of E-GENET can be considered as databases of penalty values. We can develop 
a storage scheme for each constraint node and minimize the number of penalty 
values stored (refer to section 4.5). Achieving the same for GENET is difficult. 
6 R e f e r to section 4.3 for the definition of "equivalent". 
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4.4 Properties of E-GENET 
E-GENET retains two properties of GENET, namely, soundness and probabilistic 
completeness. 
Soundness: Every answer 6 returned by E-GENET is a solution to the corre-
sponding CSP. 
Proof: We prove it by contradiction. Assume 0 is not a solution to the CSP. 
Then 6 must violate at least one constraint. Let one of the violated constraints 
be c{x1,x2,...,Xn). By definition of E-GENET, we know that Sc{Sx^ ,Sx2,-,Sxn) s^ 
initialized to —1 and would only be decreased. Thus, Sc(Sx^ ,Sx2,-,Sxn) < •• As 
/xi=5xi = ^c{Sa,^,S:c2,-,Sxn) + other penalty values (non-positive integers), Ixi=Sa,^ < 
0. E-GENET returns 0 as an answer iff the sum of inputs to values is zero. 
However, 
y^ Ix=Sx = Ixi=Sxi + other inputs to values (non-positive integers) < 0. 
all X 
Contradiction occurs and the proof is completed. � 
Probabilistic Completeness: If a CSP has solution 0, E-GENET has non-zero 
probability of returning 0 as an answer. 
Proof: Every possible variable assignment has non-zero probability of being used 
as the initial variable assignment. So, E-GENET may use 0 as the initial variable 
assignment and return it as an answer immediately. 口 
Probabilistic completeness is not as much as we would like. Usually, we want 
to obtain the property of completeness: Every solution can be found by the algo-
rithm [Tsang, 1993]. In the following discussion, we use a counterexample to show 
that E-GENET is, in general, incomplete. However, we can get completeness if 
we build E-GENET networks by a specific method. 
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4.4.1 Incompleteness of E-GENET 
Each variable node x in an E-GENET network is updated to reduce constraint 
violation as follows: 
X := V' if Ix=v' = max{Ix=v\v G domain of x} 
where 
Ix=V = ^ ^c{Sxi,...,V,...,Sxn)' 
all c(3>l ” • •，$’• • • )3>7T,) 
If we define another input to a value of a variable / ; = � where 
^X=V 一 5 Z ^c{Sxi ,...,V,...,Sxn) + 5 ^ ^c{Sxi ,Sx2,--;Sxn) 
all c{xi,...,X,...,Xn) all c{xi,X2,--',Xn) WlthOUt X 
Y^ r 
~ / j c(S"a;j^  >^ a;2 v5^ a;n) 
all c(a;i’X2”..’a;n) X = V 
and update variables according to this new definition, it can be observed that the 
E-GENET network would change states of variable nodes and penalty values in 
constraint nodes as before. 
Thus, we can consider that E-GENET performs hill-climbing on a cost surface 
where the cost of each state is defined as 
— y ^ X 
Z^ c(S"x2 '^2；2 '--->5'a;n )‘ 
all c{xi,X2,---,Xn) 
Before any activation of heuristic learning, it equals the number of constraints 
violated at the state. The execution of E-GENET is a searching process of finding 
a path from a randomly chosen initial state to a solution state. 
Since E-GENET modifies the cost surface during learning, it is possible that 
the execution is trapped in infinite loops. We use a boolean satisfiability prob-
lem [Morris, 1993] for illustration. The problem is to assign the value true or false 
to each of variables a:,y,z,w such that all the following 13 clauses are true: 
X V y V z V w 
^x V y ^x V z ^x V w 
~iy V X 1 V z 1 V w 
^z V X ^z V y ^z V w 
~nv V X ~iW V y ^w V z 
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To discuss the execution in details, we use the notation Sb1b2b3b4 to represent 
a network state. Each bi is in {T, F} and shows the current value of the corre-
sponding variable (b1,b2,b3,b4 are for variables x,y,z,w respectively). 
g 




For instance, SrFTT represents the state where x = true A y 二 false A z — 
true A w — true. 
Assume we use one constraint node for each clause and the initial state is 
SpFFF- Costs of some states are shown below: 
state SpFFF Sj^FFF SpTFF SppTF SpFFT •••• STTTT 
~cost I I 1 3 3 3 3 : . 0 
STTTT is the only solution state. We can see that SpFFF is a local minimum. 
Heuristic learning is activated three times to destabilize the network and we get 
state SpFFF SjpFFF SpTFF Sppxp SpFFT • • • Sj^TTT 
~mst II 4 3 3 3 3 • • • 0 
The network state can be changed to any one of SrEFF, SpTFF, SppTF, SpFFT-
Suppose variable x is reassigned the value true. Now, the current state is SrFFF 
and it occurs as a local minimum. 
state SpFFF Sj"FFF . • . Sj"XFF *5*TFTF Sj"FFT . . . Sj"TTT 
cost 4 3 — •.. 4 4 4 ~ 0 
Learning is used once more to help escape from the local minimum. 
state SfFFF SiFFF • • • SxTFF Sj'pj'p Sj^FFT • . . Sj"TTT 
cost 4 6 • •. 6 6 ~~6 ~ 0~~ 
Variable x is then reassigned the value false again and the network returns to the 
state SFFFF-
state SpFFF STFFF SpTpp SppTF ^FFFT • • • Sj^TTT 
~cost II 4 6 3 3 3 • • • 0 
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Similarly, values of variables y,z,w are flipped to true and then back to false in 
turn. The transition of network state can be shown as follows: 
SpTFF 
n 
STFFF ^ SpFFF ^ SppTF 
n 
SpFFT 
After all these transitions, the network is at the state SppFF and SpFFF becomes 
a local minimum again. 
state SpFFF Sj"FFF SpTFF SppTp SpFFT • • • Sj^TTT 
cost 4 6 6 6 6 . . . 0~~~ 
It should be noted that regardless of the order in which variables are flipped, the 
network finally resides in SpFFF and the resulting cost surface is exactly the same. 
E-GENET would undergo similar cycles of transitions repeatly and be trapped in 
an infinite loop. 
To reach the solution state SxTTT^ the execution must pass through a state 
where two variables are assigned the value true. We would show that SrTFF is 
never visited and the same argument can be applied to all of states SxFTF, SiFFT, 
SpTTF^ SpTFT, SpFTT-
In a cycle of transitions, each of states SrFFF, SpTFF, SpFTF, SpFFT occurs 
as a local minimum once. When SiFFF becomes a local minimum, the cost of 
SrFFF is increased by 3. Since SrTFF shares two violating tuples with SrFFF, 
the cost of SrTFF is also increased by 2. Similarly, when SpTFF becomes a local 
minimum, costs of SpTFF and SrTFF are increased by 3 and 2 respectively. We 
can observe that after each cycle, the cost of SrTFF is increased more (4) than 
that of STFFF or SpTFF (3). Hence, no matter how many cycles are performed, 
SrTFF is never visited. 
E-GENET fails to find the solution in this problem because of the spillover 
effect of heuristic learning. When we increase the cost of a local minimum by 
learning, costs of some other states are also increased. As a result, potential 
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paths to the solution are blocked. If we restrict the learning to increase only the 
cost of a local minimum, completeness can be obtained. 
4.4.2 Making E-GENET Complete 
When we apply heuristic learning on a violated constraint c{xi^, xi^, . . . , rCj^ ) to 
help escape from a local minimum, there are two cases in which the spillover effect 
occurs. First, we do not just decrease the penalty value 5c{Sxi，*^〜 ,-,Sxi ) of the 
current violating tuple. For example, the second learning rule shown on page 23 
is used. Second, ��Sx�<s�2，"’〜）^® shared by several states. Assume the CSP has 
variables X1,X2,.. •, Xn and (zi,z2,.. . , in) is a permutation of (1，2,..., n). The 
cost of each state in 
f V 
Vj = S^ if 1 < j < k 
八 � 二 Vj ‘ 
all j Vj G domain of x^ if k + 1 < j < n 
would be decreased. If k < n, there is more than one state in the set. 
To eliminate the spillover effect of heuristic learning, we can first fix the up-
dating rule to 
細� ’ ...,<5、）:= ^(5x.^,...,5..J - (^S�i’...,<S、）< 0). 
That means we only use the first learning rule suggested on page 23. Besides, the 
E-GENET network is built in a specific way so that each penalty value is involved 
in the cost of one state. Every constraint with arity smaller than the number of 
variables in the CSP [k < n) would be transformed as follows: 
Assume the constraint c [x i^ ,x i^ , . . . ,^ ) specifies the set {(v01,V02,..., vo^), 
(v11,^12, • •., i^fc)5 • • •，(^ mi,Vm2, • •.，^mfc)} which restocts the values of the vari-
ables Xi^ , Xi^,..., Xif^  can take simultaneously. The transformed constraint is 
c'(xi^,xi2,...,Xi^) and the associated set for c' is 
^ ^ 
3/, (^1, V2, . • . , Vk) = (vil,vi2, . . . , Vik) 
‘(Vi,V2, . . .,Vn) > . 
Vj e {k + 1, k + 2 , . . . , n}, Vj e domain of Xi. 
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Theorem 4.2 If a CSP has solution(s), E-GENET, with spillover effect re-
moved, can eventually find one. 
Proof: Suppose that given a CSP with one or more solutions, E-GENET cannot 
return any answer. Then the execution would not terminate/ As the network 
only moves from a state to another with a lower cost, heuristic learning would be 
invoked infinitely often. We can divide all possible states into two sets. One of 
the sets, S, contains states that occur as local minima and are penalized infinitely 
often. The other one S' contains states whose costs would be increased at most 
a finite number of times. By the assumption, we know that both sets must be 
non-empty and thus we can find a pair of states (s, s') such that 
• s e S and s' G S', 
• s and s' differ in the assignment of only one variable. 
As the convergence procedure proceeds, there must come a time when all 
states in S' will never be penalized again. Since the spillover effect is removed, 
eventually, each state in S has a higher cost than every state in S'. Contradiction 
would then occur as 
• 5, as an element of 5, will become a local minimum and be penalized again, 
• the cost of s is higher than that of s' and hence s cannot occur as a local 
minimum. 
Consequently, the assumption must be false and E-GENET, with spillover effect 
removed, can eventually find a solution. 
• 
Since E-GENET is now guaranteed to find a solution eventually, we can use 
E-GENET to find all solutions of a CSP. Whenever E-GENET finds a solution, 
say (Vj G { l , 2 , . . . ,n ) ,X j = Vj), for each constraint c{xi^,xi^,... , ¾ ) in the 
^Assume there are unlimited resources. 
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CSP, we change the penalty value ^^。(衫…”<?’…’”“）from 0 to - 1 and re-execute the 
convergence procedure. The penalty value changing would help destabilize the E-
GENET network staying in any solution state. If sufficient resources are provided, 
all solutions can be obtained ultimately. 
Although completeness can be obtained if we remove the spillover effect of 
heuristic learning, we seldom use E-GENET in this way. Owing to the transfor-
mation of constraints, this method requires much more storage space and induces 
a large overhead on storing and retrieving penalty values. On the other hand, 
the spillover effect is not totally undesirable. In practice, the effect can usually 
fill valleys of the cost surface more rapidly and reduce the number of repairs and 
learning required to reach a solution state [Morris, 1993]. Besides, the probability 
of blocking all paths from a state to a solution state is extremely small [Morris, 
1993; Johnston and Adorf, 1989; Davenport et al., 1994]. Up to now, we have 
not observed any instance in our experiments. According to Morris [1993], this 
probability would also decrease in large CSP's. 
4.5 Storage Scheme 
Each constraint node conceptually stores penalty values of all combinations of pos-
sible values of related variables. The number of combinations is of order 0(n^), 
where m is the number of variables in the constraint and n is the size of the largest 
domain. Thus it is infeasible to store all tuples and penalty values explicitly even 
for medium size m and n. To solve the problem, we have derived strategies to 
partition and store the tuples and penalty values, and functions to enquire and up-
date the penalty values according to the partitioning and storage schemes. In our 
implementation, we have derived three schemes: one for the i l l e g a l and atmost 
constraints, one for the disequality constraint, and one for general constraints. 
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4.5.1 The illegal and atmost Constraint 
For this type of constraints, we partition all possible tuples into the valid tuples 
set and the invalid tuples set. The valid set has a constant penalty value of 0. The 
invalid set has a penalty value, which is initially set to -1 and may be changed 
during learning. So, we only store one penalty value for the invalid set and use 
the following functions for penalty value enquiry and update. 
Penalty Enquiry Function: If the enquired tuple violates the constraint, re-
turn the penalty value associated with the invalid set. Return 0 otherwise. 
Penalty Update Function: If the variable's current assignment violates the 
constraint, decrease the penalty value of the invalid set by 1. Note that this form 
of learning corresponds to the second heuristic learning rule shown on page 23. If 
the current assignment is consistent with the constraint, do nothing. 
4.5.2 The Disequality Constraint 
The disequality constraint x + y specifies that variables x and y are different. We 
store the penalty values of only invalid tuples, which are of the form {v, v). For 
efficient retrieval of the penalty values, we store the values in an array indexed by 
V. The penalty enquiry and update functions are shown below: 
Penalty Enquiry Function: If the enquired tuple is invalid and has the form 
{v, v), then return the v^^ value in the array of penalty values. Return 0 otherwise. 
Penalty Update Function: If the current variable assignment produces an 
invalid tuple {v, v), then decrement the v^^ value in the array by 1. If the tuple 
is valid, do nothing. 
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4.5.3 General Constraints 
For general constraints, we store penalty values of only invalid tuples with penalty 
values less than —1. We organize the stored tuples and penalty values in an 
AVL-tree [Knuth, 1973], which facilitates efficient insertion and searching. The 
corresponding functions for enquiry and update are given as follows: 
Penalty Enquiry Function: If the enquired tuple is invalid and is in the AVL-
tree, retrieve and return the recorded penalty value. If the tuple is invalid but is 
not in the tree, return -1. Return 0 otherwise. 
Penalty Update Function: If the current variable assignment produces an 
invalid tuple t and if t is in the AVL-tree, decrement the penalty value of t by 1. 
If the invalid tuple t is not in the tree, insert an entry with penalty value -2 into 
the AVL-tree using t as index. If the tuple is valid, do nothing. 
4.6 Benchmarking Results 
To illustrate the feasibility and effectiveness of our proposal, we have built an E-
GENET simulator for single-processor machines. We test our implementation on 
the graph-coloring problems, the 7V-queens problem, the car-sequencing problem, 
the cryptarithmetic problem, and the Hamiltonian path problem. We compare our 
result with that of a constraint logic programming language Cosytec CHIP version 
4.1.0 [The COSYTEC Team, 1994], which uses traditional constraint propagation 
and backtracking tree search for constraint solving. Since we do not have access 
to a GENET implementation, we compare instead to PROCLANN [Lee and Tam, 
1994; Lee and Tam, 1995], which is a constraint logic programming language with 
GENET as the constraint solver. Wherever possible, we quote results of GENET 
from Davenport et al. [1994], timing of which is obtained on a SUN SPARCclassic. 
Our benchmarking results are obtained on a SUN SPARCstation 10 model 30. 
Timing and number of repairs results for PROCLANN, GENET and E-GENET 
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are median of 10 runs. For E-GENET, statistical averages with the best and worst 
runs removed are also given in brackets. 
4.6.1 The Graph-Coloring Problem 
The task of the graph-coloring problem is to color each vertex of a graph so that 
no two neighboring nodes share the same color. We use two sets of problems to 
test our implementations. The first set contains randomly generated simple graph 
10-colorability problems; while the second set contains hard problems described 
in Johnson et al. [1991]. Results ofCHIP, PROCLANN, and E-GENET are shown 
in tables 4.1 and 4.2. 
~ ~ “ ~ ~ CHlP PROCLANN ~ ~ E - G E N E T ~ ~ 
nodes CPU Time (sec) CPU Time (sec) CPU Time (sec) 
110 0.98 0.31 0.00 (0.00) 
120~ 1.10 0.35 0.00 (0.00) 
130 1.31 0.43 0.00 (0.00) 
140 1.46 0.48 0.00 (0.00) 
150 1.81 0.55 0.00 (Q.Q^ 
160 2.08 0.62 0.01 (0.01) 
170 2.23 0.68 0.00 (Q.OQ) 
180 2.55 0.74 0.01 ( 0 . Q 1 ) “ 
190 2.89 0.80 0.01 (0.01) 
200 3.40 0.93 0.00 (Q.QQ) 
210 3.75 一 1.03 0.01 (0.01) 
220 4.15 1.12 0.01 (Q.Olj~~ 
230 4.56 1.22 0.01 (Q.Q1) 
240 4.95 1.30 0.00 (Q.QO) 
250 5.38 1.35 0.01 (0.01) 
Table 4.1: Results on simple graph-coloring problems 
CHIP is deficient in graph-coloring problems since little pruning is possible. 
Execution of CHIP basically reverts to backtracking tree search. Thus CHIP is 
not able to solve either of the two hard problems with 125 vertices within 48 hours 
and runs out of memory for hard problems with 250 nodes on our machine with 
32M memory. 
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g ^ CHlP PROCLANN GENET ~ ~ E - G E N E T ~ 
nodes colors CPU Time CPU Time CPU Time CPU Time 
125 17 — > 48 h ? s ~ 2.3 hrs 2.6 hrs 2.7 hrs (3.2 hrs)“ 
125 18 > 48 hrs 2.5 mins 23 s “ 26 s (38 s) 
250 15 out of memory 1.1 hrs 4.2 s 2.0 s (1.9 s) 
250 一29 out of memory — 4.6 hrs — 1.1 h r s ~ 4.6 hrs (4.6 hrs) 
Table 4.2: Results on hard graph-coloring problems 
For simple problems, both PROCLANN and E-GENET can converge in rel-
atively few convergence cycles. The difference in performance is a result of the 
difference in network construction time. This difference disappears in the hard 
problems since network construction accounts for only a negligible portion of the 
execution time. 
For hard problems, the performance of E-GENET is similar to those of GENET 
and PROCLANN as expected since the E-GENET networks used are equivalent 
to the GENET networks. These results confirm our conjecture that E-GENET is 
at least as efficient as GENET and PROCLANN in solving binary CSP's. 
4.6.2 The 7V-queens Problem 
The A/"-queens problem is to place N queens on a N x N chessboard so that 
no two queens attack each other. In this experiment, we set the time limit to 
6000 seconds. PROCLANN fails to solve more than 140 queens in the limit while 
E-GENET can solve more than 5000 queens. The CHIP program employs the 
first-fail principle in labeling. CHIP's performance fluctuates almost arbitrarily 
and is unpredictable since the CHIP approach is incredibly sensitive to data [Cras, 
1994]. Any random change in the definition of constraints can result in drastic 
different runtime behavior. The timing results are summarized in table 4.3. 
The GENET network for the iV-queens problem is large: the number of label 
nodes, the number of constraints, and the number of connections are of order 
0(iV"2), 0(7V"2), and 0{N^) respectively. This huge memory consumption and 
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" ^ CHlP PROCLANN ~ ~ E - G E N E T ^ 
CPU Time (sec) CPU Time (sec) CPU Time (sec) 
~ W 0.030 0.153 - 0.000 (Q.QQ4) 
20 0.070 — 1.753 ~ 0.020 (0.025) 
30 0.290 8.667 0.075 (0.Q74^~ 
40 “ 0.170 28.500 “ 0.135 (0.144) 
50 “ 21.520 70.934 0.140 ( 0 . 1 4 ^ ~ 
60 “ 0.910 147.326 0.235 (0 .24¾~ 
70 “ 23.110 272.837 0.370 (0.39l^~~ 
80 “ 180.020 464.113 “ 0.505 (Q.520^~ 
90 “ > 6000 743.008 “ 0.840 (Q.79Q^~ 
100" 106.690 1232.717 “ 1.140 (1.Q1^~~ 
110" 1.270 1842.883 “ 0.820 ( 0 . 8 2 ^ ~ 
120" 70.120 2408.887 “ 1.845 ( 2 . 1 1 ^ ~ 
130" 1.980 4701.633 一 1.665 (1.74l^"~ 
~ J W 1.690 5634.042 — 2.740 (2.696) 
~T50~ > 6000 > 6000 “ 2.350 (2.409) 
160 > 6000 > 6000 3.330 (3.459^~" 
TZO" 2.750 > 6000 — 4.025 (3.859) 
~JSO > 6000 > 6000 4.865 (5.180) 
190 3.750 > 6000 5.060 (5.76^~~ 
~W0 > 6000 > 6000 5.955 (6.516) 
Table 4.3: Results on iV-queens problems 
the large amount of work on network construction degrade the performance of 
PROCLANN. 
E-GENET is free from these two barriers. Besides, its great flexibility allows 
us to define a new constraint noattack for restricting queen positions. The new 
constraint enables us to minimize the number of constraint checks and further 
reduce the network construction time and memory requirement. In consequence, 
E-GENET can solve problems of much more queens. 
4.6.3 The Car-Sequencing Problem 
The car-sequencing problem involves scheduling cars onto an assembly line so 
that different options can be installed on these cars satisfying various utilization 
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constraints [Dincbas et aZ., 1988a]. We compare the performance of GENET and 
E-GENET on problems^ with utilization percentage ranging from 60% to 80%. 50 
problems are tested, 10 for each percentage. The execution limit of GENET is set 
to 1,000,000 repairs for each run [Davenport et al., 1994] while that of E-GENET 
is set to 1,000 repairs. 
This benchmark is for demonstrating the ability of different solvers on han-
dling the atmost constraint. The results are listed in table 4.4. The median 
number of repairs of E-GENET are less than 50% of those of GENET. E-GENET 
also achieves similar percentages of successful runs using a much smaller limit on 
the number of repairs. It can be seen that E-GENET is more effective and can 
converge faster. 
utiliza- GENET E-GENET 
tion % succ. runs median repair % succ. median repair 
60 — 84 463 74 223.5 
65 87 426 80 223.5 
70 83 456 81 241 
75 85 730 84 339 
80 50 4529 53 576 
Table 4.4: Results on car sequencing problems 
All successful runs of E-GENET terminate in less than 2 minutes. If the 
execution limit is set to 10,000, E-GENET can solve all the problems in all runs. 
We follow the method described in Dincbas et al. [1988a] to program the problems 
in CHIP and CHIP can only manage to solve within one hour 6 out of the 50 
problems. 
4.6.4 The Cryptarithmetic Problem 
One well-known example of cryptarithmetic is to assign each letter in the set 
{5, E, N, D, M, 0 , R, Y} a different digit from {0,1,...，9} so that the equation 
SEND + MORE = MONEY holds. 
8We thank Andrew Davenport for supplying the car-sequencing benchmarks. 
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We test the performance of PROCLANN and E-GENET on larger problems 
adopted from Van Hentenryck [1989]. The result is listed in table 4.5. 
“ CHlP PROCLANN ~~E-GENET~~~ 
problem ^ p ^ Time (sec) CPU Time (sec) CPU Time (sec) 
donald_ 0.050 77.490 一 1.885 (1.64lJ"" 
crypta 0.050 74416.640 2.290 (4.341) 
Table 4.5: Results on cryptarithmetic problems 
For PROCLANN, we have to decompose the constraints using the method de-
scribed in section 3.4.1.9 The results of PROCLANN do not include the time for 
decomposing the non-binary constraints. E-GENET can represent the constraints 
in the problems directly; thus the better performance. This test demonstrates the 
non-binary constraint handling of E-GENET. On contrary to the graph-coloring 
problem, constraint propagation alone can almost solve the cryptarithmetic prob-
lems entirely, requiring little backtracking. This explains why CHIP can solve 
both problems within 1 second. 
4.6.5 The Hamiltonian Path Problem 
The Hamiltonian path problem is stated as follows: given a graph of n vertices, 
we have to find an ordering of these n vertices {v1,v2,... ,¾½) so that for all i, 
1 < i < n, there is an edge between Vi and Vi+i. 
We specify the topology of a graph and its associated Hamiltonian path prob-
lem using constraints as follows. For a graph of n vertices, we use n variables with 
domain { l , 2 , . . . , n } . Each variable denotes the ordering of the corresponding 
vertex in the graph. Thus variables must be all different. This can be modeled 
conveniently using the a l l d i f f e r e n t constraint [The COSYTEC Team, 1994 . 
The alldifferent([a;1,a;2, • • •, ^n]) constraint specifies that for every pair of Xi 
and Xj, Xi + xj if i + j. 
^The i l l e g a l constraint is not supported by PROCLANN yet. 
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If a vertex v has only one neighbor v', then v and v' must be consecutive 
numbers, described by the following disjunctive constraint: 
V = v' + 1 or v' = V + 1 
If a vertex v has more than one neighbor Va, Vb,..., Vk, then the associated con-
straints are described by the following two disjunctive constraints:^® 
f 
V = 1 or V — Va + 1 or . . . or v = Vk + 1 
< 
V = n or Va = V + 1 or . . . or Vk = v + 1 
k 
One kind of redundant constraints is used to speed up the execution. If two 
vertices, v and v', are not neighbors, 
V - v'\ > 1. 
Following Van Hentenryck [1989], we model disjunctive constraints in CHIP 
by using choices. E-GENET can represent disjunctive constraints directly. The 
CHIP approach induces a large number of backtracking and fails to solve a graph 
with 50 vertices in 10 hours. The Hamiltonian path problem exceeds the capability 
of GENET since it is impractical to decompose the constraints using the technique 
in section 3.4.1 or 3.4.2. The benchmarking results are listed in table 4.6. 
~ ~ “ ~ ~ CHIP E-GENET 
nodes CPU Time (sec) CPU Time (sec) 
30 581.640 一 7.355 (8.146) 
40 — 4023.500 — 88.950 (86.510) 
50 > 36000 1195.510 (2042.919)" 
Table 4.6: Results on Hamiltonian path problems 




Optimizations to E-GENET 
E-GENET shows certain success on extending GENET for non-binary CSP's. 
However, the generic constraint representation scheme of E-GENET induces the 
problem of storing too many penalty values in constraint nodes and the min-
conflicts heuristic is not efficient enough on some problems. To overcome these 
two weaknesses and further improve the performance, we propose several opti-
mizations [Lee et al., 1996] in this chapter. All of them together can boost the 
efficiency of E-GENET without resorting to modifying the underlying network 
model or the convergence procedure in an ad hoc manner. 
5.1 Inadequacies of E-GENET 
E-GENET has two insufficiencies. For a complicated constraint, there may be 
a large number of penalty values stored in the corresponding constraint node. 
Besides, the underlying principle of E-GENET, the min-conflicts heuristic in the 
iterative repair approach, cannot provide enough information to guide the search 
efficiently in some non-binary CSP's and hence the performance is not satisfactory. 
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5.1.1 Cumbrous Constraint Node 
Consider the constraint 13xi + Ax2 + ^x^ + 9^4 = 7yi + 82/2 where all variables 
have the domain { 1 , . . . , 100}. Since there are 100® possible tuples, we have to 
conceptually store 10^ ^ penalty values in the corresponding constraint node. Un-
der the storage scheme in section 4.5, the worst case storage requirement is still 
near to 10^ ^ and this is a barrier in solving large-scale and hard CSP's. 
If we break down the constraint into 13xi + 4a^ 2 + 5xs = T and T + 9x4 = 
7yi + 8y2 by using a new variable T, the domain of T after pruning would be 
[22，...，1491}. The number of possible tuples for these two constraints is then 
2 X 1470 X 1003，i.e. 2.94 x 10®. Although we can successfully lower the storage 
requirement, the performance would be affected by the addition of a new variable 
of relatively large domain. Further decomposition of the two constraints can 
cut the space requirement to a greater extent but induces severe drawbacks in 
performance. So this is not a good method to solve the problem. What we need 
is something that has properties similar to T but does not increase the number of 
variables. 
5.1.2 Inefficiency of the min-conflicts heuristic 
In this section, we extend the model in Minton et al. [1992] to investigate the 
efficiency of E-GENET. Consider a CSP with variables Xi, . . .,Xn, where each 
Xi has s possible values and is involved in exactly c m-ary constraints. Assume 
that there is only one solution (i；!,.. .,Vn) and the randomly generated initial 
assignment has d variables assigned different from the solution. Denote the set of 
these d variables as Var. For any constraint d{xi^,...，xi^) in the CSP, if 3j such 
that Sxi. + Vij, let the probability of the constraint being violated be p. 
Randomly choose a variable Xk G Var for repairing (the case for Xk 碧 Var 
is similar). For any one of the s — 1 incorrect values (^ Vk) of ock, since all c 
related constraints have a probability p of being violated, the expected number of 
constraint violations is pc and hence the expected input to these values is —pc. 
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Consider the correct value of Xk- For an arbitrary constraint depending on 
the variable, the probability that all other m — 1 variables are not elements of 
Var is (^1^) / (m-i) • The probability of the constraint being violated is thus 
1^ — ( ^ l t ) / ( m - i ) ) P and the expected input to the correct value of Xk is given 
by-(i-(::f)/(r-0)^ -
Prom the expected inputs, we can see that the probability of making an in-
correct repair would be decreased if c increases or d shrinks. In other words, if 
number of constraints is small or d is very near to n {d > n — m) at the beginning, 
the efficiency of E-GENET may be very low. 
This result can also be observed from the benchmarking results of E-GENET 
in the previous chapter. We find that in some non-binary CSP's like systems of 
linear equations and cryptarithmetic problems, the performance of E-GENET is 
worse than that of CHIP. Use the problem in figure 5.1 as an example. Here, 
m = n = c 二 4 and p is equal to 1 approximately. If we try to repair a variable 
that is assigned incorrectly at the start, in almost all cases, the input to any one 
of incorrect values of the variable is —4 and that to the correct value is —4 as 
well ( ( j^lt ) / (m-i ) = 0). Hence, variables are updated randomly and the net-
work wanders over all possible states aimlessly until there is sufficient information 
provided by learning. 
，691xi + 8l:r2 + 22x3 + 629x4 = 7007 
519xi + 147^2 - 97ix3 - 7iOx4 = -8726 
^ 8 4 1 x i - 527x2 + 948^3 - 589^4 = - 4 3 5 7 
899x1 + 343x2 - 877x3 + 53ia;4 = 4571 
0 < x1,x2,x3,x4 < 10 
Figure 5.1: A system of linear equations 
The situation can be perceived more clearly with the visualization of the cost 
s u r f a c e � x i = 1 A X2 = 7 八 0；3 = 4 A X4 = 9 is the only solution of the problem. 
Assume the randomly generated initial assignment is xi = 1 八 j02 = 3 八 0：3 = 
iRefer to section 4.4.1 for the definition of "cost surface". 
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8 八 T4 = 9 and we are going to repair either X2 or x^. The cost surface of the 
problem with the values of Xi and x4 fixed is shown in figure 5.2. In many states, 
the min-conflicts heuristic fails to give any direction. 
:^^ ^ ^ . � 
0 
Figure 5.2: The cost surface of the problem in figure 5.1 with xi = 1 A X4 = 9 
5.2 Optimizations 
To overcome the two weaknesses of E-GENET, we propose four optimizations. 
All of them together can boost the performance of E-GENET without resorting 
to modifying the underlying network model or the convergence procedure in an 
ad hoc manner. 
5.2.1 Intermediate Node 
The first optimization is the introduction of a new type of nodes called intermedi-
ate nodes to address the problem of cumbrous constraint nodes. Figure 5.3 shows 
a general representation for a constraint with this optimization. 
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Addition of Interm^ia^ I!^des , 
/x ^ 
Z I ^ ^ ^ 广 一 一 — 譯 ^ ^ ^ - — • — 一 — — - J j ^ - — 一 — iM • 
/ / Nv ‘ Intermediate Nodes 1 / / ' " ^ ^ Ky'\—^^ 
• • • • • • 
工1 工2 ^n 工1 ^^ Xn 
Figure 5.3: General representation for a constraint 
Formally, a representation for a constraint on n variables {xi,..., Xn} is a di-
rected acyclic graph {dag) with at least n + 1 nodes. One of the nodes is called 
constraint node, denoted by c'. We have indegree{c') = 0 and outdegree{c') > 1? 
n of the other nodes are called variable nodes. There exists a one-one mapping be-
tween variables and variable nodes. Thus we relax terminology and give a variable 
and its corresponding variable node the same name. For all cc“ indegree{xi) > 1 
and outdegree{xi) = 0. 
All other nodes, not in {c ' ,Xi , . . .,Xn}, are intermediate nodes. Let the set 
of intermediate nodes be { / i , • • •, fm}- Each intermediate node fi has the prop-
erties that indegree{fi) > 1 and outdegree{fi) > 1. Define outbundle{fi) as 
the set { a i , . . . , a^} such that for each aj in the set, there is an edge from fi to 
aj. Intermediate node fi is associated with a function defined on its outbundle, 
Fi{au • • •，ap)- The state 5/. of fi is the value Fi{Sa,,.. •, 5^J and fi,s domain, 
dom{fi), is the range of the function Fi. In constraint node c', we store penalty 
values for combinations of values from domains of nodes in outhundle{c') instead. 
Consider the constraint x^ + x^y = 4. Figure 5.4 shows a possible representa-
tion for this constraint. The intermediate node a is associated with the function 
x^ and currently has the value (state) 4. If x G {1 ,2} and y G {3,4} , after the 
addition of nodes a and b, the content of the constraint node is changed as shown 
in the figure. 
^indegree(Y) is the number of edges entering node Fand outdegree(Y) is that leaving. 
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> a + h=A{x^+x^y=A) 
P ^ ^ 
/ X^\^: ay X y 5x^+x^y = 4 a b Sa + b=4 
a-x^ A ^ ^ ^ ~ ~ \ 1 3 0 ^ 1 3 0 
Z A \ 1 4 - 1 ^ 1 4 - 1 
^ T ^ \ 2 3 - 1 4 1 2 - 1 
——^ 2 4 - 1 4 1 6 - 1 
2 4 
a; y 
Figure 5.4: An example representation with intermediate nodes 
Let the outbundle for constraint node c, of the constraint c(a; i , , . . ,z„) be 
{ / i , . • • ’ fp}. Since for each combination (^;i,..., Vn) of possible values from do-
mains of x i , . . .,Xn, there is a corresponding tuple ( ¾ , . . . , Sf^), a mapping 
H : xi X . . . X Xn ~^ B where B C dom[fi) x . . . x dom{fp) exists and range 
of H = B (surjective). Each tuple in B is given a penalty value and all these 
penalty values form the content of c'. 
There is one restriction on usage of intermediate nodes. For each {u i , . . . , Up) 
in B, all tuples in H~^{ui,..., Up) must be either satisfying or violating the con-
straint unanimously. If all these tuples satisfy the constraint, the initial penalty 
value for {ui,. • .,Up) is 0. Otherwise, it is set to - 1 . The heuristic learning is 
similar to that in the original E-GENET. For example, a plausible learning rule 
is 5c'�Sfi”..,Sfp�•=� '�Sfi”..,Sfp�- (4'os/i”..，《s,p) < 0). 
The most essential usage of intermediate nodes is to reduce the number of 
nodes in the outbundle of the constraint node and the size of domains of these 
nodes, i.e. the size of B. Although we allow any levels of intermediate nodes, one 
is sufficient to meet this objective (there exist cases where utilizing multiple levels 
is better, for example, sharing information between constraints). 
Theorem 5.1 Given a representation M for a constraint c (xi , . . . ,Xn), there 
exists another representation M' such that all paths in M' are of length < 2 and 
the content of the constraint node in M' is the same as that in M. 
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Proof: Let the constraint node of M be c' and the outbundle of c' be { / i , . . . , fp). 
We can construct another representation M' with one constraint node, c〃，and p 
intermediate nodes, {/{，•. •，/;}• c" is connected to every intermediate node / / and 
each fl is connected to all variable nodes Xi , . . . ,Xn. Obviously, any path in M' 
is of length < 2. For each //，we define the associated function F [ { x i , . . . , Xn) by 
F/ : {vi,...，Vn) ^ Sf. where Sf. is the current state of fi in M when Vz, 5^ ^ = Vi. 
Then, for the same variable assignment, we have Vi, Sj. = Sf.. As a result, d and 
c" can have the same content. 
• 
The philosophy behind intermediate nodes is to divide tuples of a constraint 
into several groups (using the function H). Each group (a tuple in B) is given 
only one penalty value and during learning, we would treat a group as a unit and 
penalize a whole group. 
Consider again the constraint 13xi + 4x2 + 5^3 + 9x^ = 7yi + 8y2. It can 
be represented as shown in figure 5.5. Intermediate nodes a and b represent 
expressions at both sides of the constraint respectively. Each distinct combination 
{vaj Vb) calculated with possible values from domains of X1,X2, X3, x4, y1,y2 is given 
one penalty value. When heuristic learning is activated, if Sa + Sb, we would 
decrease the penalty value 6(a=b){Sa,Sb) by 1. The pair (60, 50) in the new constraint 
node, for example, represents the set of tuples {(1,1, 5, 2,6,1), (1,2,6,1,6，1), 
(1,6，1,2，6,1),(1,7,2,1,6，1),(2,5,1,1，6，1)} in the original node. Updating the 
penalty value of the pair is equivalent to performing the same operation on penalty 
values of all tuples in the set. 
Under this representation, the worst case storage requirement for the con-
straint becomes 4 x 10® (compared to 10^ ^ in the original one). If we divide all 
possible tuples into fewer groups, we can save more space. However, performance 
might be affected by the spillover effect of learning. Decreasing the penalty value 
of a tuple during learning tends to reduce the probability that this tuple is as-
signed to corresponding variables again. With grouping, changing one penalty 
value would influence probabilities of all tuples in the group and this effect may 
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a = b (13a;i + 4a;2 + 5a;3+9a;4=7yi + 8y2) 
/ ^ ^ ^ a: 13xi + 4x2 + 5:^ 3 + 9 a ; y ^ A^6 ： 7yi + 8y2 
rf^^Tr^ r^^ 
^1 ^2 X3 X4 yi 2/2 
Figure 5.5: A representation for constraint 13xi + 4x2 + 5rr3 + 9x4 = 7yi + 8y2 
not be desirable. To avoid any decrease in performance, we carefully design a 
suitable grouping for each type of constraint. 
Besides reducing the size of constraint nodes, intermediate nodes have two 
more advantages: 
Eliminating Common Subexpressions: In each constraint node, if we do 
not store all penalty values directly and, instead, derive some storage schemes to 
reduce storage requirement, we usually need to do constraint checks. Intermediate 
nodes can be used to store the results of common subexpressions and eliminate 
the need of re-calculation. The node a in figure 5.6 removes redundant work on 
both inter- and intra-constraint common subexpression. 
a^y = z{x^ + y = z) a^b=4{x^^x^y=4) 
/^ ^^ :><^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ H^, 
/ a : a ^ 2 ^ ! ^ ^ " ^ " ^ \ 
5 I I 3 I I 4 
^ X y 
Figure 5.6: An example network with the common subexpression x^ 
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Unifying Heuristic Learning: The heuristic learning rule is not fixed in orig-
inal E-GENET. During learning, for any constraint c ( x i , . . . , Xn), if ^(<s�...’�s〜）< 
0, users can choose a P where {(民” . . .，^ J } C P Q { (^ ' l , . . . , ;^fc)| (^t;i,...,t;,) < 0} 
and decrease penalty values of all tuples in P by 1. As most advantages of this 
practice can be obtained by using intermediate nodes, heuristic learning rules can 
be unified with P = {(¾" . • •，5^„)}. 
Use the constraint atmost(l, {x1,x2, X3, x4}, {3} ) as an example. This con-
straint states that at most one out of the four variables can take the value 3. We 
usually choose P == {—i，..., Vk)l^c{vi,...,vk) < •}. Constructing the representation 
as in figure 5.7, we can use the learning rule &a=o)(Sa) — {^a=o){Sa) _ (^ (a=o)(5a) < •) 
instead to get the same effect. 
0 = 0 ( a t m o s t ( 1 , { x i , x 2 , X 3 , x 4 } , { 3 } ) ) 
C 3 ^ a Sg=o 
a: 0 — the tuple satisfies the constraint 人 Q 0 
1 — the tuple violates the constrainy^ l \ ^ 1 1 
^ ^ ^ ^ 
1 3 3 2 
Xi X2 X^ X4 
Figure 5.7: The representation for the atmost constraint 
5.2.2 New Assignment Scheme of Initial Penalty Values 
E-GENET is based on the min-conflicts heuristic, which favors the value violating 
the minimum number of constraints. Before the learning procedure is activated, 
the input to a value is —n where n is number of constraints violated by assigning 
this value to the corresponding variable. E-GENET would then change the value 
of the variable to the one that has the maximum input. 
If the network is trapped in a local minimum, heuristic learning is invoked. 
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This amounts to decreasing the penalty values of tuples violating some con-
straints. Assume that in a particular learning process, the tuple [v i , . . . , Vn) 
of a constraint c ( x i , . . . , Xn) is penalized. This can be considered as adding 
a redundant constraint i l l e g a l ( ( x i , . •., $n), (”i，•..，〜))，which specifies that 
(^i, • •. ’ Xn) + (灼，.• •，Vn)\ decreasing the penalty value 6c{vi,...,vn) is effectively the 
same as combining the content of the constraint node with that of the i l l e g a l 
constraint. 
^1 . . . ^n new (5c(xi,...,Xn) = old ^(xi,...,Xn) + ^illegal((x1,...,xn),(vi,...,7;n)) 
• • • A 
0 
Vi . . . Vn - 2 - 1 - 1 
• • • 
0 
Hence decreasing penalty values can be interpreted as the accumulation of 
knowledge by introducing redundant constraints. It is well known that domain 
knowledge or some other information can be utilized to guide the search by adding 
appropriate redundant constraints. According to the the above discussion, we need 
not create new constraint nodes for these redundant constraints in the E-GENET 
model. What we need is simply a new assignment scheme of initial penalty values^: 
for any constraint, initial penalty values of tuples satisfying the constraint are 0's, 
but those for prohibited tuples may be any negative integers determined by the 
user using his domain knowledge.^ 
From another viewpoint, the purpose of the new assignment scheme is to make 
the number of constraint violations a better indicator of the closeness to a solution. 
That means, we try to remove the plateaus on cost surfaces and create overall 
trends to solutions. For instance, if we can change the cost surface in figure 5.2 to 
that in figure 5.8, the performance of E-GENET would be significantly increased 
(refer to Chapter 6 for a practice of the new assignment scheme that can construct 
a similar cost surface) • 
3This resembles the fitness in "Evolutionary Model" of GENET recently reported by Warwick 
and Tsang [1995]. 
4lt should be noted that any finite domain constraints can be expressed as a conjunction of 
i l l e g a l constraints. 
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^ ^ 
0 
Figure 5.8: An ideal cost surface of the problem in figure 5.1 with xi = lAx4 = 9 
5.2.3 Concept of Contribution 
Consider a constraint c (xi , . . •, Xn). If the current assignments of xi,...，Xn are 
v i , . . .,Vn respectively, Sc{vi,...,vn) is always used in computing any input 4.=^., 
where 1 < i < n. However, this method is inadequate in some cases. Take the 
constraint atmost(l, {x1,x2,x3,x4}, {3} ) and the tuple (3,4,3,3) as an example. 
That X2 being assigned the value 4 does not contribute to the violation of the 
constraint. The penalty value of the tuple should not be added to the input 1^ 2=4 
to decrease the probability that x2 takes the value 4. Thus, the definition of an 
input is given as: 
^x=v 二 J2 contributec(j,(民”.•.，v, •. •, ^ J ) x ^ ( s � . . . ’ � . . ’ & j 
t^H c(^X\，. •.，工，-.• j3>7j,) 
where the jth argument of {Sx^,..., v,..., S^J is v; contributec{i, {vi,...，Vn)) is 
a function returning a value between 0 and 1. The magnitude of the value shows 
the contribution of Vi to the tuple (^i, •..，Vn) with respect to the constraint c. 
In details, the objective of the optimization is to give preferences to searching 
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directions. As stated previously, E-GENET performs hill-climbing on a cost sur-
face and only moves from a state to another with a lower cost. However, there 
may exist a number of feasible states such that the cost of the current state can 
be decreased by reassigning one of the variables. In which direction the original 
E-GENET moves (reassigning which variable) depends only on the order of vari-
able updating. Nevertheless, we sometimes have domain knowledge about which 
direction is more promising. For the above example of an atmost constraint, re-
assigning either 工1，x^  or 工4 is better than reassigning x2 since we need to reduce 
the number of variables assigned the value 3. This knowledge can be utilized to 
guide the search by setting the function contrihuteatmost appropriately. 
For any violated constraint c ( x i , . . . , x^), when we decrease the function value 
of contributCc{i, ( ¾ ! , . •., S^J), the input Ixi=s^. would be increased. The state 
of each variable is updated by choosing the value with the maximum input. Thus, 
the probability of reassigning Xi is reduced accordingly. In this state, if we prefer 
reassigning 00j, we can set 
contributEc{j, (^¾!,..., S^J) > contributec{i, (¾!,..., S^J). 
Preferences to searching directions can then be given. Apparently, the cost of the 
current state may differ when E-GENET tries to move in different directions. 
With this optimization, we can complete the discussion in section 4.3 and show 
that E-GENET is a generalization of GENET, including the atmost constraint 
node proposed by Davenport et al [1994]. We would first modify the construction 
algorithm to handle also the atmost constraint node and then prove that theorem 
4.1 still holds after the modification. 
One more step is added to the algorithm for constructing an equivalent E-
GENET network: for each constraint node atmost(7V, Var, Val) in the GENET 
network (let Var = {xj^, • • •, ^ } and Val = {ui, •..，Um}), we create a constraint 
node which is connected to all of variable nodes x i ^ , . . . , �i n the E-GENET 
network. Penalty values of all valid tuples are zero's and that of each violating 
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tuple (Oi, . . . , Ok) is set as follows: 
‘ ^atmost(oi,...,Ofc) — ^atmost,(xi^,wi> == ••• = ^atrnost,(xij,Wm) 
• • 
• * • • 
~ ^atmost,(xi^ ,ui) = • . . = ^atrnost,(xi^,Wm> 
The second heuristic learning rule shown on page 23 is used for this type of 
constraint nodes. Here, we set contribute^tmost (j, (^i, • •., Vn)) = (vj G Val) where 
G is a boolean function returning 1 if value vj is in the set Val and 0 otherwise. 
To prove that theorem 4.1 is still valid, we only need to show the correctness 
of lemma 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 after the modification. In the following discussion, if G 
is a GENET network, we denote the corresponding E-GENET network returned 
by the modified construction algorithm as E{G). 
Lemma 5.1 (extended version of lemma 4.1) For any arbitrary GENET network 
G, G and E{G) represent the same CSP. 
Proof: From lemma 4.1, we know that it is sufficient to only prove that for any 
variable assignment (Vz, Xi = i>i), 
^h I(Xi,Vi) 二 0 分 Vi, I^.=y. = 0. 
We extend the proof of lemma 4.1 to include the atmost constraint node by 
showing that for all i, 
X^ ^atmost,{xi ,Vi) Utmost,{xi ,Vi) — • 
al l atmost(iV,{xi,...),{vi,...}) 
分 Y^ (巧 e y^l) X ktmost{vi,Vj,,...,Vj^ ) = 0. 
all atmost(N,{xi,Xj^ ,---,Xjj^}, Val) 
This can be derived as follows: 
�: ^^a:tmost,{xi,Vi)^a.tmost,{xi,Vi) ~ • 
a l l atmost(JV,{xi,...>,{ui,...}) 
分 5 ^ ^tmost,(xi,Vi) — 0 
all &tmost{N,{xi,...],{vi,...}) 
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<^ VatmOSt(AT, { x ^ . . .}，{Vu . . .})，5atmost < 0 
^ VatmOSt(7V, {xi, Xj^, . . •，XjJ, {v^ • . .}), Jatmost(i;“�i”..，t;jd = 0 
<=>- 5 ^ {vi ^ Val) X Jatmost(Vi,t;ji”..’7;jJ = 0 
all atmost(Ai^ ,{xi,Xjj ,...,Xj^),Val) • 
Lemma 5.2 (extended version of lemma 4.2) Given a GENET network G, if 
the current states of G and E{G) represent the same variable assignment, say 
(Vj, Xj = Vj), then for any label node {xi,v) in G, /�,”�=/而=衫. 
Proof: By lemma 4.2 and the following derivations, we can demonstrate the 
validity of lemma 5.2. 
53 ^atmost,(xi ,v) Utmost ,{x{ ,v) 
all 3itmOSt{N,{Xi,Xj^,...,Xjj^],{v,Ui,...,Um}) 
‘ 
W a^tmost,(xi,t;) if more than N - 1 of 
values Vji , . . . , Vj,^  
= 1 1 ^ a r e i n ^ ; , ^ / i , . . . , i / ^ } ^ 




^atmost,{xi,v) if more than N of 
_ values v^  Vj^,..., Vj^  
— „ ^ arein{t ; ,^ / i , . . . ,T /m} ^ 
all atmost(iV,{xi,Xjj^  ,...,xj^},{v,u\,...,um}) 
0 otherwise 
> 
二 5 ^ ^aXmost{v,Sxj^ '-'^^jk^ 
all aXmost{N,{xi,Xj^ ,...,Xj^ ),{v,ui ,.--,Wm}) 
= Y^ (V G Val) X (^atmost(.,5.. ,...,5.,J 
1m ^1 ^k all atmost(AT,{xi,Xjj^  ,...,Xj^ ),Va/) 
• 
Lemma 5.3 (extended version of lemma 4.3) For any given GENET network 
G, the two networks E{L{G,A)) and L{E{G),A) are exactly identical. L(X, A) 
is the resulting network of applying the corresponding heuristic learning on X (a 
GENET network or a E-GENET network) when the current state of X represents 
a variable assignment A. 
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Proof: Assume the current states of G and E{G) represent the variable assign-
ment { y j , X j = Vj). Because of lemma 4.3, the proof is completed if we can show 
that the following equality still holds after activation of heuristic learning on G 
and E[G) respectively: for any atmost(A/', {xi^，.. •，^} , {ui,..., Um]) constraint, 
^atmost(oi,...,Ofc) — ^atmost,(xi^ ,wi> 
where ( o i , . . . , Ok) is an invalid tuple of the constraint. 
The learning of GENET would update the right-hand side of the above equality 
as below: if 5atmost > 0, 
^atmost,(a:ij ,ui) := ^atmost,(iCij ,ui) — 1-
This can be rewritten as 
z 
^atmost,(xi^  ,ui) _ 1 if moie than N of values Vi^,..., Vi& 
^^ atmost,<x,,,txi) := are in K , . . . , Um} • 
0 otherwise 
^ 
It can be seen that the learning of E-GENET performs the same updating 
mechanisms to the left-hand side of the equality. 
^atm0st(0i,...,0fc) •— <^atmost(oi,...,Ofc) — (^atm0st(0i,...,0fc) < 0 ) ((^atmost(5x-^ , - - , S x i ^ ) � 0 ) 
^ <^atmost(oi,...,Ofc) : = ^atm0st(0i,...,0fc) 一 (^ atmost(^ ;^ ^ ,-,Vif^) < 0) 
f 
r •_ ^atmost(oi,...,Ofc) " 1 ifdatmost(?;ii”..，t;i^ )<0 
•^^ ^atmost(oi ,...,Ofc) •— 
^ ^atmost(oi,.,ofc) otheiwise , 
a^tmost(oi,...,ofc) — 1 if Hiore than N of values u i ” . . . , Vij^  
分 <^atmost(oi,...,o,) : = are in K , . • . , Um} 
� <^ atmost(oi,..,ofc) otherwis6 
f 
W a^tmost,(xi^ ,wi) _ 1 if Hiore than N of values V i ” . . . , Vi^  
^ S,tmost(o,,...,o,) ••= are in {m,.. . ,以爪} 
� ^atmost,(xi^ ,ui) otherwis6 
• 
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5.2.4 Learning Heuristic 
As now the initial penalty value of a tuple can be much smaller than —1, the cost 
surface becomes comparably rough. A penalty amount of - 1 may not be sufficient 
to destabilize the network. In some extreme cases, hundreds or thousands of 
learning are required before the network changes its state. 
It is deficient to solve the problem by simply using a larger fixed penalty 
amount, like -10 . Distorting the cost surface too much may mislead the search 
and decrease the efficiency. Thus, we have to avoid penalizing violating tuples 
more than enough to destabilize the network. 
A simple scheme is proposed for overcoming the problem. Whenever the net-
work is trapped in a local minimum, initially, heuristic learning with penalty 
amount of —1 is used to help escape from the local minima. If the network re-
mains in the same state, penalty amount is increased exponentially at each time 
of learning (_1, —1, —2, —4, —8,...). 
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A Comprehensive Constraint 
Library 
In the previous chapter, four optimizations to E-GENET are introduced. Three 
of them exhibit a high degree of flexibility and require domain knowledge in uti-
lization. A constraint library is, hence, given in this chapter. Without specific 
domain knowledge for a problem, users can use constraints in the library and ob-
tain satisfactory results (the feasibility and efficiency of each type of constraints 
are illustrated by at least one kind of benchmark problems). Certainly, experi-
enced users can further enhance the performance by intergrating their domain 
knowledge into E-GENET with the optimizations. 
Constraints are classified into two groups, namely, elementary constraints and 
global constraints. Elementary constraints are primitive constraints commonly 
used in modeling CSP's whereas global constraints are very complex constraints 
developed by CHIP [The COSYTEC Team, 1994]. For each type ofconstraints, we 
describe the representation and the assignment scheme of initial penalty values 
in detail. Unless stated specifically, the function contribute used is a constant 
function returning the value l.i We would also show implementation techniques 
that can be employed to increase the performance. Benchmarking results in the 
iThis optimization is rarely used in the library because like variable ordering heuristics in 
backtracking tree search, it is usually problem-dependent. 
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chapter, obtained on a SUN SPARCstation 10 model 30, are median of 10 runs. 
Statistical averages with the best and worst runs removed are given in brackets. 
6.1 Elementary Constraints 
In this section, we tackle elementary constraints including linear arithmetic con-
straints, the atmost constraint and disjunctive constraints. They are offered by 
most current constraint logic programming languages. Non-binary benchmark 
problems in section 4.6 are used for comparison. 
6.1.1 Linear Arithmetic Constraints 
A linear arithmetic constraint is a constraint of the form UAV, where U and V 
are linear terms and A G { = , 7^ , <, <, >, > } . A linear term can be written as 
AiXi 士 . •. 士 AnXn. Each Ai is an integer and Xi can be either a variable or an 
integer. Every linear arithmetic constraint is first normalized to the form 5 A T 
where S = BiXi + . . . + BkXk and T = Bk^iXk+i + .. • + BmXm + Bm+i. Each Xi 
is a distinct variable and each Bi is a positive integer (except that B.^+i can be 
zero). For instance, " 3 x - y + 4 — z - 2 y + x + 8" is normalized to ''2x + y 二 之 + 4，，. 
The suggested representation for this kind of constraints is shown in figure 6.1. 
Intermediate nodes a and b are used to hold the current values of S and T respec-
tively. Initial penalty values for violating tuples are mainly based on the difference 
between values of a and b: 
A penalty value 
assignment scheme 






As the original E-GENET can handle disequality constraints quite well, we 
leave the corresponding assignment scheme unchanged. Below, we use the case 
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aAb 
�..s^c^ 
Figure 6.1: The representation for a linear arithmetic constraint 
S = T to explain the idea behind other new schemes. S 二 T can be rewritten as 
S — T\ < 0. Under the original scheme, the initial penalty value for a violating 
tuple is —1, no matter whether \a — b\ = 2 or \a — b\ = 10. We can add redundant 
constraints |5-T| < 1, |5-T| < 2 and so on to indicate that we prefer \a — h\ = 2. 
Each invalid tuple with \a — b\ = 2 would violate two of these constraints^ and 
effectively obtain an initial penalty value —2. Similarly, the effective initial penalty 
value of a tuple with \a — b\ = 10 is —10. Domain knowledge can then be used to 
guide the search. Obviously, the new assignment scheme of —\a — b\ retains this 
feature and avoids the creation of constraint nodes for the redundant constraints. 
Consider a CSP with a linear arithmetic constraint SAT. When we update 
any variable x in T, we need to calculate the value of T for each value in the 
domain of x. Suppose T = 3xi + 4工2 + 幻.We have to evaluate 3 ¾ + 4v + Sx^ 
before Ix2=v can be determined. In our implementation, a technique is used to 
reduce computation. If we know that the value of T for value vi of X2 is Ti, 
the value of T for v2 is J\ + 4(v2 — Vi). This technique is useful especially for 
complicated expressions. 
Five traditional benchmark programs [Codognet and Diaz, 1996] have been 
used to test the performance of E-GENET on solving linear equation problems. 
The results are given in table 6.1. send, donald and crypta are cryptarithmetic 
~~2|5 — T| < 0 and \S - T\ < 1 are violated. 
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problems^ of different size. eqlO and eq20 are systems of 10 and 20 linear equa-
tions respectively. 
CHIP Original E-GENET Optimized E-GENET 
Problem CPU Time (sec) CPU Time (sec) CPU Time (sec) 
send _ 0.010 0.325 (0.313) 一 0.015 (0.020) 
donald “ 0.050 1.885 (1.641) “ 0.040 (0.045) 
crypta “ 0.050 2.290 (4.341) “ 0.055 (0.Q55) 
eqlO - 0.140 > 600 一 0.020 (0.025) 
eq20 0.210 > 600 0.010 (Q.025) 
Table 6.1: Results on cryptarithmetic problems and systems of linear equations 
Since constraint propagation alone can solve the cryptarithmetic problems 
with little backtracking, CHIP outperforms both versions of E-GENET in most 
of these cases. However, we can observe that the proposed optimizations can 
improve the performance of E-GENET significantly. The optimized E-GENET is 
more efficient than CHIP in the problems eqlO and eq20, which cannot be solved 
within 10 minutes by the original version. Credit should go to the assignment 
scheme of initial penalty values. Given the problem in figure 5.1, the scheme can 
construct a cost surface that closely resembles the ideal one shown in figure 5.8. 
For the cryptarithmetic problems, the values of the variables have to be differ-
ent. Thus, we use the constraint a l ld i f ferent ( [x i , . . . , x J ) which specifies that 
for every pair of Xi and ooj, Xi + oCj if i + j. The results in table 6.1 are obtained 
by treating this constraint as a number of disequality constraints. In the following 
section, we would show a better method to handle this constraint. 
6.1.2 The atmost Constraint 
The atmost(7V, Var, Val) constraint specifies that no more than N variables taken 
from the variable set Var are assigned values in the value set VaL^ Assume that 
3Refer to section 4.6.4 for an example of a cryptarithmetic problem. 
^The atleast(A^, Var, Val) constraint specifies that no fewer than N variables taken from 
the variable set Var are assigned values in the value set Val. It can be handled similarly. 
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n is the number of variables currently having values in Var. If n > N, we 
would prefer a smaller n. Take the constraint atmost(l, {x1,X2, X3, x4}, {3} ) as 
an example. The assignment (1,3,3,2) for variable tuple {x1,x2,xs,x4) is better 
than (3,4,3,3) as we only need to change the value of one variable, X2 or X3, to 
satisfy the constraint. 
To utilize this information, we use the representation in figure 6.2 with the 
intermediate node a for storing the number of variables currently assigned values 
in Val. The initial penalty value for each violating tuple is given by the formula 
N 一 a as follows: 
a Sg<N 





N + 1 - 1 
• • 
Var\ N - \Var 
where | Var\ is the cardinality of Var. This can be regarded as adding the set 
of redundant constraints {atmost(7V + 1, Var, Val), atmost(7V + 2, Var, Val),..., 
atmost(| Var\ - 1, Var, Val)}. We use contribute^tmost{h (^i,.. •，Vn)) = {vi e Val) 
as the contribution function for this type of constraints, where G is a boolean 
function returning 1 if value Vi is in the set Val and 0 otherwise. 
a < 1 ( a t m o s t ( 1 ， { x u X 2 , x 3 , x 4 } , { 3 } ) ) 
C^^y a ^g<i 
0 0 
a: number of variables y A ^ ^ 
having the value 3 / 2 \ 2 "2 
^ . < ^ ¾ > ^ ^ 
1 3 3 2 
Xi X2 X^ X4 
Figure 6.2: The representation for the atmost constraint 
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Unlike linear arithmetic constraints, when we update a variable, say x, in an 
atmost constraint, we need not calculate the value of a for each value in the 
domain of x. Assume the value of a for value Vi of x is ai and we want to find 
Ix=v2 • If 2^ ¢. Val, Ix=v2 is independent of the value of a. If V2 G Val, the value of 
a for V2 can be determined by ai + (fi ¢. Val). The 朱 in the expression represents 
a boolean function returning 1 if vi is not in Val and 0 otherwise. 
We compare our implementations with CHIP on the car-sequencing problem 
which involves scheduling cars onto an assembly line so that different options can 
be installed on these cars satisfying various utilization constraints [Dincbas et al., 
1988a]. The same set of 50 problems in section 4.6.3 is used. With the method 
described in Dincbas et al. [1988a], CHIP can only manage to solve 6 out of 50 
problems within one hour. We have also tested the performance of CHIP with the 
new method in Beldiceanu and Contejean [1994]. There is not much improvement. 
For the two versions of E-GENET, the execution limit is set to 1000 repairs and 
the results are summarized in table 6.2. The optimized E-GENET can terminate 
in less than 10 minutes for all 500 runs, requiring no more than 1800 repairs 
(except in one run). In general, there are increases of 15% to 20% in percentages 
of successful runs. The good results come from both the assignment scheme of 
initial penalty values and the function contributeatmost. 
utiliza- Original E-GENET Optimized E-GENET 
tion % % succ. runs median repairs % succ. runs median repairs 
60 74 223.5 100 282.5 — 
65 80 223.5 99 262 
70 81 241 100 280.5 ~ 
75 84 339 97 331 “ 
80 53 576 73 537 
Table 6.2: Results on car sequencing problems 
The atmost constraint can be used to construct efficiently the constraint 
alldifferent([a;i , . ..，工』,Assume that Di is the domain of variable xi. To 
^Refer to the previous section for the definition of the a l l d i f f e r e n t constraint. It should 
be noted that a specific a l l d i f f e r e n t constraint may give better performance. 
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ensure that each xi is assigned differently, for every value v in Di U . . . U ZP„, we 
introduce a constraint atmost(l, {x i , . • . ,^^}, {?;}). Owning to the contribution 
function of the atmost constraint, during updating, we have to concern the value 
of only one intermediate node for each value of a variable. 
We re-conduct the experiment on iV-queens problems with another modeling 
method. Variables Xi^.. . , x„ represent the row positions of queens on columns 
1, . . • ,n respectively. The following three a l l d i f f e r e n t constraints are utilized 
to guarantee that no two queens attack each other: 
a l l d i f f e r e n t ( [ x 1 , x 2 , . . .，X n ] ) 
a l ld i f f e rent ( [x i + l,X2 + 2, . . .,Xn + n]) 
al ld i f f erent ( [x i + n, x2 + (n - 1),...，Xn + 1]) 
Timing results are summerized in table 6.3. The CHIP program we use is a demo 
program provided by COSYTEC. It employs specially designed variable and value 
ordering heuristics. Nevertheless, the performance of CHIP drops more rapidly 
than that of the optimized E-GENET with the increase in N. 
CHIP Optimized E-GENET 
CPU Time (sec) CPU Time (sec) 
100 — 0.220 — 0.040 (0.044) 
200 1.160 _ 0.135 (0.148) 
300 ~ ~ 3.900 — 0.215 (0.228) 
400 9.950 — 0.395 (0.408) 
500 20.620 — 0.525 (0.548) 
600 — 36.870 — 0.710 (0.724) 
700 — 58.340 ~~ 0.900 (0.930) 
800 ~ ~ 87.330 — 1.325 (1.305) 
900 125.030 1.485 (1.515) 
1000 171.110 1.675 (1.673) 
Table 6.3: Results on iV-queens problems 
6.1.3 Disjunctive Constraints 
To handle a disjunctive constraint Ci V C2 V .. • V Cn in E-GENET, we can use 
the representation in figure 6.3. For each constraint Q , there is a corresponding 69 
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intermediate node a^  which holds the initial penalty value for the associated tuple 
under the assignment scheme of Ci. Actually, ai can be regarded as the degree 
of violation of Ci. Since we only need to satisfy one of them, we add one more 
intermediate node b to store the maximum value among all a '^s. The assignment 
scheme of the disjunctive constraint would then be based on the value of b. 
6=O(C1VC2V . ..VCn) 
K ^ b ^b=o 
人 0 0 
b: maximum value among all aj's / \ _i _1 
^ ^ 1 \ ^ ^ ^ -2 -2 
減.飞：： 
Figure 6.3: The representation for a disjunctive constraint 
Using the constraint x — y+zVoc = 2y-z as an example, the representation for 
the constraint is shown in figure 6.4. It is constructed with techniques described in 
section 6.1.1 and the representation in figure 6.3. The constraint can be rewritten 
as \x — {y + z)\ < 0 V \x - {2y - z)\ < 0. The objective of the assignment scheme 
is to obtain the effect of adding the following redundant constraints: 
X - (y + z)\ < 1 V |x — {2y — ^)| < 1 
X - {y + z)\ < 2 V \x - {2y - z) \ < 2 
The Hamiltonian path problem is employed to test this handling method of 
disjunctive constraints. The problem can be summarized as follows: given a graph 
of n vertices, we have to find an ordering of these n vertices {v1,v2,...，Vn) so that 
for all i, 1 < i < n, there is an edge between Vi and i>i+i. 
We formulate the problem as in section 4.6.5. In CHIP and the original E-
GENET, one kind of redundant constraints is used to speed up the execution: if 
two vertices, v and v', are not neighbors, \v — v'\ > 1. We omit these constraints 
in the optimized E-GENET intentionally to test the efficiency of our proposal. 
The new handling method of the a l ld i f f e rent constraint is not used either. 
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, b =0{x = y + zV x = 2y-z) 
C Y ^ ~ ^ 
^T"^ b 6^=0 
/^-m&x{ai, a2} ° 1^ 
X^ "^Sv "• •? 
ai： - | x - s | / g \ / 6 \ � 2: _丨工叫 • • 
^^y^^^^^^^^^^y^"^^^^^^^"^^^^^(" 
2 6 4 
X y z 
Figure 6.4: The representation for the constraint x = y + z V x = 2y — z 
The benchmarking results are listed in table 6.4. CHIP, in general, uses 
choices [Van Hentenryck, 1989] to model disjunctive constraints. This approach 
induces a large number of backtracking and fails to solve a graph with 50 vertices 
in 10 hours. Both versions of E-GENET outperform CHIP significantly. With 
the introduction of intermediate nodes, the overhead of enquiring and updating 
penalty values is greatly reduced. This accounts for the excellent performance of 
the optimized E-GENET. 
graph CHIP Original E-GENET Optimized E-GENET 
node CPU Time (sec) CPU Time (sec) CPU Time (sec) 
30 — 581.640 7.355 (8.146) “ 2.200 (2.545) 
40 — 4023.500 88.950 (86.510) 8.865 (9.575) “ 
50 > 36000 1195.510 (2042.919) 110.235 (301.710) 
Table 6.4: Results on Hamiltonian path problems 
6.2 Global Constraints 
For some complicated problems, it is tedious to model them by elementary con-
straints. Besides, handling constraints in groups by specific algorithms that use 
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appropriate data structures can obtain better performance. Thus, global con-
straints [Beldiceanu and Contejean, 1994] are recently introduced in CHIP. The 
cumulative constraint, the among constraint, the d i f f n constraint and the cycle 
constraint have been applied successfully to real-life industrial applications [Simo-
nis et al., 1995; Simonis, 1995; Simonis and Corenlissens, 1994 . 
In this section, we describe methods to implement these powerful constraints 
in E-GENET. Our work is probably the first attempt to tackle such complex 
constraints by a stochastic solver. Since the original E-GENET is inefficient in 
these global constraints, we compare the performance of CHIP with that of the 
optimized E-GENET only. 
6.2.1 The cumulative Constraint 
The cumulative constraint [Aggoun and Beldiceanu, 1993] is useful for real world 
problems like scheduling and geometrical placement problems. With the aid of 
this constraint, users can state a large class of these problems more easily and 
directly. The constraint has the form 
cmnulative([Oi,.. •, 0^], [ A , . . . , An]，[Ri^  • • •, Rm], L) 
and can be explained with a simple scheduling problem of m tasks and one kind 
of resources. We can treat O i , . . . , Om as starting times for the tasks. Each task 
i uses Ri amount of resources and lasts for Di units of time. The constraint holds 
if at any time unit t, the total amount of resources required is not larger than L, 
formally, Ei|Oi<t<Oi+D,-i Ri < L. 
We use an example to illustrate the meaning of the constraint: given the seven 
tasks in table 6.5, it is required to find a schedule such that 
• the total amount of resources required at each time unit is less than 20, 
• each task cannot start before time unit 1 and terminate after time unit 20. 
The problem can be expressed by a cumulative constraint as 
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c i m u l a t i v e ( [ O i , O 2 , O 3 , O 4 , O 5 , O e , O 7 ]， 
4 ， 1 6 ， 9 ， 1 3 ， 1 8 ， 5 , 2 j, 
: 7 ， 5 ， 2 ， 7 , 6 ， 9 ， 1 5 ],20) 
where Oi is the starting time of task U and Oi G {1,...，16}, C^ G { 1 , . . . , 4}, O3 G 
{1,...，11}, 04 G {1,...，7}, 0, G {1, . • •，2}，Oe G { 1 , . . . , 15}, O7 G {1, •.., 18}. 
There exists two solutions and one of them is demonstrated in figure 6.5. 
task ti t2 t3 t4 t5 tQ tj 
duration 1：~~l6~~9~"I^"I^~~5~~T~ 
l^esources 7 5 ~Y~ 7 6 ~9 15 




14 如 1 
, 02 = 5 
,7 03 = 5 
U ^ O4 = l 
力6 05 = 1 
7 Oe = 14 
h O7 = i9 
ti t. 
0 • time 
1 5 20 
Figure 6.5: A solution for the scheduling example 
To handle the constraint, we can break it down into several inequality con-
straints and apply the techniques described in section 6.1.1. Assume a{V) be 
the minimum value in the domain of variable V and P{V) the maximum. Let 
t' = min{a{Oi), •. . , a ( O J } and t" = max{f3{Oi) + 0{Di),.. . , ^ ( 0 ^ ) + /?(^^)}. 
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For each time unit t in { f , . . .,t" — 1}，we use an intermediate node at to hold 
the amount of resources currently required at that unit. Figure 6.6 shows the 
proposed representation. Then we need to solve n constraints of at < L, where 
n = t" - t'. 
^t' ^ L a^'+i< L at"_i< L 
P ^ ^ 
舶...7^  ^  
Figure 6.6: The representation for the cumulative constraint 
The state of a variable node is updated to reduce constraint violation by 
choosing the value with the maximum input, for a variable Oj in a cumulative 
constraint, 
Oj := v' if Ioj=v' = rmx{Ioj=v\v G domain of Oj}. 
The corresponding values of all a?s are required before any input Ioj=v can be 
determined. Since n may be very large, we develop a technique to reduce com-
putation. Assume we know that af = Uf,..., af-i = Uf-i for value Vi of Oj. 
Then, for value V2 > vi, 
f 
ut — SR. if vi < t < v2 
at = Ut + SR. if Vi + SDj < t < V2 + Soj . 
Ut otherwise 
w 
If we find the Ioj=v^ in ascending order of v, it is often that v2 二 Vi + 1 and we 
need to calculate two a '^s only. 
Simple scheduling problems of different number of tasks and resources uti-
lization percentage 豆：力 are used in the first test-set (three problems for each 
setting) and the results are shown in table 6.6. CHIP is not able to solve 25 of 
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the 90 problems within 1 hour while the optimized E-GENET cannot manage 
to solve only 6 problems within the time limit. The performance of E-GENET 
decreases dramatically (or hard problems occur more frequently) when the uti-
lization percentage is over 95%. However, below this percentage, E-GENET is 
affected slightly by the increase in problem size. 
The other test-set consists of 8 job-shop problems taken from literature. A 
job-shop problem or disjunctive scheduling problem [Muth and Thompson, 1963; 
Lenstra and Rinnooy Kan, 1979] is an NP-hard problem characterized by schedul-
ing n jobs on m machines. Each job Ji is composed of m tasks tn , . . . , tim to be 
executed on different machines. The tasks of a job must be handled sequentially 
and any task Uj has to be finished before task tik if j < k. At any moment, there 
is at most one task processed on a machine. The objective of the problem is to 
minimize the time required to accomplish all the jobs. As our work focuses on 
satisfaction problems, we fix the time period T and try to find a feasible schedule 
instead. 
Let Oij and dij be the starting time and the duration of task Uj respectively. 
Oij,s are variables with domain { 0 , . . . , T } while all di/s are known. The execution 
order of the tasks belonging to any job Ji are stated by the following constraints: 
V j G { 1 , . . •, m - 1 } , Oij + dij < Oij+i 
Since it has to finish all the jobs with the time period, 
VZ, Oim + dim < T. 
The last type of constraints used is for specifying the mutual exclusion between 
tasks requiring the same machine: for each machine, 
cumulative([Ou,, •. .,On^J, [dik^,.. . ,4fcJ, [1,. •., 1], 1) 
where Uki is the task o f job Ji that requires the machine. 
The benchmarking results are listed in table 6.7. Problems swv01 — swv05 are 
from Storer et al. [1992] and problems abz7— abz9 are from Adams et al. [1988 • 
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task utiliza- CHIP Optimized E-GENET 
no. tion % CPU Time (sec) CPU Time (sec)  
8 0 — 0 . 0 2 0 0 . 0 1 0 O . O l F " Q.005(o.oo8) 0 .000_oo) 0.000(o.ooo)“ 
85 一 0 . 0 2 5 — 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 — 0.005(o._) — 0 . 0 0 0 ( � . � � 5 ) 0.000(o.ooi) 
9 0 — 0 . 0 1 5 T . 0 1 0 Q . 0 1 0 ~ 0.005(o.o3o) ~0 .000(o .oo5) 0.000(o.ooo)“ 
9 5 一 0 . 0 1 5 — 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 — 0 . 0 1 5 ( o o 2 5 ) — 0 . 0 1 0 _ i 5 ) 0 . 0 0 0 _ o o ) 
9 8 一 0 . 0 1 5 — 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 — 0 . 0 1 0 _ i 5 ) — 0 . 0 1 0 ( o . o i o ) 0 . 0 0 0 ( o . o o 3 ) 
100 —0.020 ~0".010 0 . 0 1 0 ~ 0.Q10(o.o2o) ~~0.005(o.oo5) 0.000(o.oo4) 
8 0 0 . 2 0 5 0 . 0 2 5 0 . 0 1 5 0 . 0 1 0 ( o . o 3 o ) 一 Q . 0 Q 5 ( o . o i o ) 0 . 0 0 5 ( o . o o 5 ) 
8 5 一 0 . 0 3 0 — 0 . 0 3 0 0 . 0 2 0 — 0 . 0 2 0 _ 2 5 ) — 0.015(o.o2o) T5To (o . o i i ) 
9 0 ~ 4 . 6 3 0 ~ Q ] D 2 Q ~ 0 . Q 7 0 " 0.165(o.34o) 0.050(o.o54) 1.000(o.ooo) 
9 5 一 4 3 . 9 2 0 6 . 9 4 0 5 . 3 3 0 — 2 . 5 8 0 ( 3 . 4 6 8 ) — 0 . 4 9 0 ( i . o 8 6 ) 0 . 0 1 5 ( o . o i 8 ) 
98 — > 3600 — 2.430 _2.800 2.780(5.9i9) “ 1.455(i2.488) Q.020(o.o5^ 
100 ~~55.280 ~ 0 0 2 0 ~ 1.740_ 22.210(45.874) 2.345(io.689) "o.Q75(o.i26) 
80 —0.030 0.030 0.035 0.020(o.o4o) — 0.010(o.oi4) 0.010(o.oio) 
85 0 . 0 5 5 ~ 0.045— 0.030 0.045(o.243) 0.045(o.o49) 0.010(o.oio) 
9 0 " 1 ^ 6 9 . 5 6 0 ~ 0 l 2 ^ 0 . 0 3 0 ~ 0.140(o.i35) 0.220(o.25i) 0.020(o.oi9) 
9 5 > 3 6 0 0 “ > 3 6 0 0 — 4 . 1 9 0 1 3 . 5 6 5 ( 2 o . 3 8 5 ) “ 1 . 8 9 5 ( 2 . o 4 3 ) 0 . 0 3 5 ( o . o 3 9 ) 
98 > 3 6 0 ^ > 3600 > 3600 ~l63.675(289.i25)— 89.815(m.6i4) O.lOO(0.127) 
100 ~ > 3600 38.180 > 3600 > 3600 279.840(462.799) T i 6 V ^ 
80 —0.060 0.050 Q . Q 5 ^ Q.Q15(o.o33) — O.O2O(0.035) 0.010(o.oio) 
8 5 0 . 0 6 5 Q . Q 5 0 ~ 0 . 0 5 0 0 . 0 9 5 ( o . m ) 0 . 1 0 0 ( o . i o o ) 0 . 0 1 0 ( o . o i 8 ) 
9 0 ~ > 3 6 0 0 0 . 0 5 0 0 . 0 6 0 0 . 3 5 5 ( o . 4 S 5 ) 0 . 2 5 5 ( o . 2 9 8 ) “ 0 . 0 2 5 ( o . o 4 o ) 
9 5 ~ > 3 6 0 0 > 3 6 0 0 0 . 0 6 0 — l Q . 3 3 5 ( i 3 . 9 6 5 ) 1 . 9 2 0 ( 2 . o n ) 0 . 0 6 0 ( o . o 6 o ) 
98 > 3 6 0 0 - > 3 6 0 0 > 3 6 0 0 1228.465(i285.o85) 一 91.230(5O4.2i9) 0.2Q0(o.2387 
1 0 0 ~ > 3 6 0 0 > 3 6 0 0 > 3 6 0 0 — > 3 6 0 0 > 3 6 0 0 l . O 6 O ( 1 . 2 2 5 ) 
8 0 0 . 0 8 5 ~ 0 . 0 8 Q 0 . 0 8 5 0 . 0 5 5 ( o . i 4 9 ) — 0 . 0 1 5 ( o . o 2 o ) O.OlO(0.020) 
85 0.100~~ 0.085~ 0.090 “ 0.110(o.25o) 0.060(o.o85) 0.020(o.o34) 
9 0 — 0 . 1 4 5 0 . 0 9 0 0 . 0 9 0 0 . 5 8 0 ( o . 7 S 9 ) 0 . 2 6 0 ( o . 4 9 5 ) 0 . 0 3 0 _ 3 9 ) 
9 5 ~ > 3 6 0 0 > 3 6 0 0 0 . 0 9 0 1 0 . 5 7 0 ( i 8 . 6 8 5 ) 2 . 1 4 0 ( 2 . 6 i 7 ) 0 . 1 1 5 ( o . i 4 4 ) 
9 8 > 3 6 Q ( T " > 3 6 0 0 > 3 6 0 0 一 > 3 6 0 0 — 3 0 2 8 . 8 6 5 ( 3 n 4 . o 5 5 ) 0 . 3 6 5 ( o . 4 4 9 ) 
100 > 3 6 0 0 > 3 6 0 0 > 3600 > 3 6 0 0 > 3 6 0 0 0.735(i.336) 
Table 6.6: Results on simple scheduling problems 
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For each of them, the best-known upper bound is used as T. The representation 
of the cumulative constraint allows the optimized E-GENET to solve these in-
stances with reasonable efficiency. But under this modeling method, CHIP cannot 
terminate within 5 hours for all the problems. 
best-known Optimized E-GENET 
problem n x m bound T CPU Time (sec) 
swvOT~ 20 X 10 “ 1392 - 1 4 1 �1 4 1 8 89.545 (105.123) 
s w v O ^ 20 X 1 0 " 1475 - 1 4 ^ 1491 9 1 . 8 6 5 ( 9 2 . 6 2 3 ) 
s w v O ^ 20 X lQ~ 1369 - 1 3 W 1398 142.065 (154.669) 
s w v O ^ 20 X 1 0 " 1450 - 1 4 9 ^ 1493 91 .765 (111 .470) 
s w v O ^ 20 X 1 �1 4 2 1 - 1 4 " i ^ 1448 89 .965 (128 .378) 
a b z 7 ~ 20 X 15 “ 655 - 665— 665 848.910 (1150.691) 
a b z ^ 20 X 15 “ 638 - 67Q~ 670 3216.785 ( 3 3 0 0 . 8 6 5 ) 
abz9 20 X 15 656 - 686 686 15135.747 (15291.765) 
Table 6.7: Results on job-shop problems 
6.2.2 The among Constraint 
The among constraint can be considered as a collection of the atmost and at least 
constraints. It allows users to develop prototypes for many time table problems 
more rapidly. For example, in a nurse rostering problem, we need to ensure that 
there are at least Low and at most Up nurses in a ward for a shift. 
The among constraint has five variants. The first variant is 
among(iV, [Xi , . . •，Xg], [Ci, •.., Cg], ( ¼ , . . . , Vm]) 
where N, Xi,.. •, Xg are variables and Ci,...，C^, Vi,..., Vm are natural numbers. 
It specifies that there are exactly N terms among Xi + C i , . . . , Xs + Cs having 
values in the value list (½, . . •, V^]. Figure 6.7 shows the suggested representation 
in E-GENET. Intermediate node a stores number of terms currently taking their 
values in the value list. The constraint is then reduced into an equality constraint 
and the assignment scheme of initial penalty values is -|a-iV|. The contribution 
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function for this variant is set as follows: 
contribute(^among){Xi,...,Xs,N){i, {vi, • • .，Vs, ^Wl)) 
f 




where〉，G and o are boolean functions returning 1 if the corresponding relation 
holds and 0 otherwise. 
a=N 
/ \ 
a: number of terms / \ \ 
• • • 
xi Xg N 
Figure 6.7: The representation for the first variant of the among constraint 
The contribution function can be explained by a simple example, 
among(A ,^ [Xi, X2, X3, ^ ] , [0，0，0,0], [3]). 
Consider the assignment (3,4,4,3,1) for variable tuple ( ^ 1 , ¾ , ¾ , ¾ , ^ ^ ) . The 
corresponding value of a is 2, larger than 1. To get the constraint satisfied, we can 
reassign N or reduce number of variables taking the value 3. The contribution 
function shows this information accurately. 
function arguments function value 
l，(3，4,4，3,f)~ 1 
2,(3,4,4,3,1) 0 
3,(3,4,4,3,1) - 0 一 
4,(3,4,4,3,1) 1 
5,(3,4,4,3,1) 1 
Consider another assignment (1,1,3,1,2). In this case, the value of a is 1 and 
is smaller than 2. It had better reassign N or increase the number of variables 
taking the value 3. This knowledge is also included in the contribution function. 
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function arguments function value 
l，(l，l，3，l,^)~ 1 
2,(1,1,3,1,2 ) 1 
3,(1,1,3,1,2 ) 0 
4 , ( 1 , 1 , 3 , 1 , ¾ ) ~ 1 
5,(1,1,3,1,2) 1 
Sometimes, instead of fixing the number of terms taking values in the value 
list, we want to specify the lower and upper bound. The second variant is obtained 
by replacing N with a list of two natural numbers Low and Up and has the form 
among{[Low, Up], [Xi,. •.，X^], [Ci, •..，Cs], [Vi,..., Vm]). 
The constraint holds if at least Low and at most Up terms among X i + C i , . . . , Xg+ 
Cs having values in (½, . . •, Vm\. The proposed representation for this constraint 
is shown in figure 6.8. Intermediate node a is still used to store number of terms 
currently taking their values in the value list. Similarly, we can set the contribution 
function for this variant as 
COntributeamong{h (外，• . . ’ ^^ s)) = (a > Up A Vi + Q E (¼, . . . , Vm]) 
V (a < Low A Vi + Ci • (½,...，Ki]). 
When Low < a < Up, 6iow<a<Up = 0 and the return value of the contribution 
function is insignificant. Thus, a simplier function can be employed: 
contributeamong{i, {vi,..., Vs)) = (a > Up) ^ {vi + Ci e [Vi, •.., Ki]). 
The objective of the remaining three variants is to state directly a set of the 
second variants. The third variant is 
among{[Low, Up, Seq], [Xi, •..,毛]，[Ci,..., C,], (¼,..., Kn]) 
where Seq is a natural number not larger than s. It is equivalent to the following 
set of constraints: 
am0ng{[L0W, Up], [Xi, . . . , Xseq], [Ci, . • • , Cseq], [Vi,.. •, Vm]) 
am0ng{[L0W, Up], (¾, . . . , Xseq+l], [C2, • . • ’ Cseg+l], [Vl, . • . , Vm]) 
am0ng{[L0W, Up], [Xs-Seq+l, . • •，^], [Cs-Seq+l^ • . . , Cs], [Fi, • . •，Vm]) 
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Low < a < Up    
c / ^ ^ ^ f ^ 
Low-2 -2 
人 Low — 1 -1 
a: number of terms / \ L?w 0 
^ ^ \ Up 0 
Z \ up^i -1 
~ ~ ~ ~ f/p+2 -2 • • * • • 
• • 
1^ a;s • • 
Figure 6.8: The representation for the second variant of the among constraint 
For CHIP, handling these constraints as a whole can facilitate constraint propa-
gation. However, as this method is not so useful in E-GENET, the third variant 
of the among constraint would be broken down and be handled separately by the 
representation in figure 6.8. 
The fourth variant joins together the second and the third one. It has the form 
among{[Low, Up, Seq, Least, Most], [Xi,..., X^], [Ci,..., Cg], [Vi,. • •, Vm]) 
where Least and Most are natural numbers and can be substituted by the following 
two constraints: 
among{[Low, Up, Seq], [Xi,. •. ,X], [Ci,.. •, Cs], [^,..., KJ) 
among{[Least, Most], [Xi,..., X^], [Ci,. •., C^],[巧，• •.，Kn]) 
The last variant is 
among{[Low, Up, Seq, LowInc, UpInc, SeqInc], [Xi, • •. ’ X^], 
.Cl, . . . , C's]5 [Vi, . • • , Vm]) 
where all LowInc, UpInc and SeqInc are natural numbers and s — Seq must be 
divisible by SeqInc. It can be considered as the conjunction of the constraints 
below: 
am0ng{[L0W, Up], [Xi, . • .，Xseq], [Ci, . • •，Cseg], (¼, . • .，Vm]) 
among{[Low + LowInc, Up + UpInc], [Xi,...，Xseq+Seqinc], 
C\，. • . , Cseq], [Vlj . . .，Kn]) 
among{[Low + k * LowInc, Up + k * UpInc], [Xi,..., Xg], 
Ci，• . .，C5], [Vi, . . .，Vm]) 
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where k = {s — Seq) /SeqInc. Both of the variants would also be handled as a 
number of the second variants. 
In order to test the performance of E-GENET, we conduct experiments on two 
set of benchmark problems, binary 7V-queens problems and channel assignment 
problems. The iV-queens problem is to place N queens on a N x N chessboard so 
that no two queens attack each other. Here, a boolean formulation is employed. 
For each square on the chessboard, we use a variable with domain {0 ,1} to indicate 
if there is a queen on it. There are two kinds of constraints: 
• for each column or row of the chessboard, 
among(l, [variables of the column or row], [0, . . . , 0], [1]) 
• for each diagonal of the chessboard, 
among([0,1], [variables of the diagonal], [0, . . . , 0], [1]) 
Table 6.8 shows results of problems with 10 to 100 queens. As the number of 
variables is very large under this formulation, the performance of CHIP without 
well-designed heuristics is not satisfactory. It cannot solve problems with more 
than 20 queens within one hour. For the optimized E-GENET, number of variables 
has comparably smaller impact on performance. 
The channel assignment problem [Gamst and Rave, 1982; Funabiki and Take-
fuji, 1992] involves assigning channels or frequencies to radio cells in a cellular 
radio network in such a way that no interference occurs. A problem of n-cell net-
work is defined by a demand vector D (an n-element vector) and a compatibility 
matrix C (an n x n symmetric matrix). Each di in D describes the number of 
frequencies required by cell i and each Cij in C represents the minimum separa-
tion distance between any two frequencies assigned to cell i and j. We sort all 
available frequencies in ascending order, / i < . . . < fm- The separation distance 
between two frequencies, fi and fj, is measured by the difference in orders of the 
two frequencies, \i — j • 
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No. of CHlP Optimized E-GENET 
queens CPU Time (sec) CPU Time (sec) 
10 ~ ~ 0.050 0.010 (0.009) 
20 一 56.410 0.125 (0.129) 
30 — > 3600 — 0.270 (0.255) “ 
40 — > 3600 — 0.460 (0.493) 
50 — > 3600 — 1.540 (1.580) 
60 — > 3600 一 1.125 (1.256) 
70 — > 3600 — 2.788 (2.792) 
80 一 > 3600 — 2.454 (2.209) 
90 ~ ~ > 3600 — 4.053 (4.136) 
100 > 3600 4.905 (4.660) “ 
Table 6.8: Results on binary iV-queens problems 
In each problem, we use n x m boolean variables. A variable Vij equals one if 
frequency f j is assigned to cell i and zero otherwise. Two types of constraints are 
needed to specify the demand and compatibility requirements: for each cu in C, 
among([0,1, Cu, di, ¢ ]^, [vn, . . . , ^ ] , [0,.. •，0], [1]) 
and for each Cij where i < j, for all k G { 0 , . . . , m — Qj}, 
among([0,1], [t>i,fc+i, %,k+i, Vi,k+2, Vj,k+2,..., Vi^k+aj,Vj,k+cij], [•，...，0], [1]). 
Based on the problems in Funabiki and Takefuji [1992], we randomly generate 
8 testing examples and the results are shown in table 6.9. The ability of E-GENET 
to handle the among constraint is further confirmed. CHIP can manage to solve 
only the smallest problem within one hour under this modeling. 
6.2.3 The diffn Constraint 
The d i f f n constraint in CHIP is for multidimensional placement, cutting and 
scheduling problem. It specifies that there is no overlapping between m objects, 
a set of n-dimensional rectangles. There are five variants of the constraint and we 
only describe the basic form 
d i f f n ( O i i , . . . , Olnj ^115 • • •，^ln., • . • , ,^ml? • • •，Omn, ^ml？ • • .，^mn. )• 
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"CHlP Optimized E-GENET 
Problem n x m CPU Time (sec) CPU Time (sec) 
1 4 X 1 1 — 0 .080 0 .000 (0 .000 ) 
2 25 X 73~ > 3600 8.280 (8.309) 
3 21 X 38T > 3600 5.280 (5.412) 
4 21 X 5 3 T > 3600 126 .865 ( 1 3 0 . 4 9 3 ) 
5 21 X 53T" > 3600 ~180.595 (179.053) 
6 21 X 2 2 T > 3600 42 .425 (44 .905 ) 
7 21 X 309~ > 3600 396 .805 ( 3 9 9 . 2 5 6 ) 
8 21 X 309 > 3600 288 .665 ( 2 8 5 . 0 0 9 ) 
Table 6.9: Results on channel assignment problems 
The point (0¾!,...，Oin) is the origin of the object i and the length of the object 
in each dimension j is given by Lij. Non-overlapping can be stated formally as 
Vz G [1，m],Vj G [1, m]j + i, 3k G [1, n]\Oik > Ojk + Ljk V Ojk > Oik + Lik. 
Similar to the cumulative constraint, we break down the d i f f n constraint 
into several inequality constraints. For each unit space in the n-dimensional space, 
there is a corresponding intermediate node. The node holds the current number 
of objects occupying this unit space. Hence we have to solve a set of inequality 
constraints of the form a^  < 1 instead. 
We test our implementation with a real-life scheduling problem. A company 
has 19 shops and 35 salesladies. 40 mystery shoppers are employed to determine 
the quality of services provided by these salesladies. The shops are located in 
4 regions. The assess period will be 4 weeks. Each shopper has to visit 3 or 4 
salesladies in different regions. All salesladies should be visited 4 times and two 
of these visits must be in the first two weeks. 
Since there are more shoppers than salesladies, half of the shoppers, 5 i , . . . , s20, 
have to visit 4 salesladies and the others, S21,...,S40, 3 only. To simplify the 
modeling, we fix that each shopper would go on at most one visit per week. Each 
visit of a shopper is represented by a unit square. Square 5^ denotes the j-th 
visit of shopper Si. The scheduling problem can be considered as placing all 140 
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squares into a 35 x 4 rectangle. If square Sij is placed at position (p, q) inside the 
rectangle, the p-th. saleslady would be visited by shopper Si in the q-th week and 
the corresponding visit is the j-th. visit of Si. A d i f f n constraint is used to specify 
the non-overlapping between the squares. We also impose some other constraints, 
mainly the a l l d i f f e r e n t constraint, to meet all requirements. 
Under this modeling, the median execution time and the mean execution time 
with the best and worst runs removed for E-GENET are 0.663 second and 0.725 
second respectively while CHIP cannot terminate within ten hours.^ Due to 
the disjunctive nature, the d i f f n constraint of CHIP provides less information 
through propagation than other global constraints. We often have to use the 
d i f f n constraint in conjunction with some redundant constraints. But in con-
trast, it is usually not necessary to do so in the optimized E-GENET. 
To increase the efficiency for placement problems in which objects can be 
flipped or rotated, we propose one more variant of the d i f f n constraint: 
d i f f n ( Oii, . • . ， O i y j , , Ri, Ln, • . . , Lin，. . . , Oml') . • .，0爪几,Rm, ^ml) . • • 5 ^mn.) 
where Ri G { 1 , . . •, n!} and is the orientation of the object i. That means lengths 
of the object i in different dimensions are given by a permutation of [Ln,...，Lin 
determined by Ri. Use a parallelepiped [On, 0^2, Oj3, Ri, Ln, Li2, Lsn] as an ex-
ample. The following table shows all possible values of 7¾ and the corresponding 
permutations: 
length in different dimension 
Ri 1 2 3 
1 ^ ^ Ljs 
2 ^ ^ Ljz 
3 ^ Lj^ Lj2 
4 ^ ^ Lji 
5 ^ ^ Lj2 
6 Li3 ^ Lji 
6Simonis, H. develops a CHIP program under another modeling without the d i f f n constraint 
that can solve the problem instantly. The program utilizes variable ordering and new constraints 
in version 5 of CHIP. As these constraints are currently unavailable in E-GENET, we would 
conduct the experiment in future. 
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Three-dimensional packing problems are used to show the efficiency of this 
proposed constraint in E-GENET. Each problem consists of finding a way to 
pack certain number of parallelepipeds of given sizes into a large cube. The large 
cube may be partially filled. Three problems are generated for each setting. For 
CHIP, the program in Beldiceanu and Contejean [1994] is used7 Besides a d i f f n 
constraint, three redundant cumulative constraints are added to improve the 
performance. However, CHIP still cannot solve any of the problems within one 
hour. The E-GENET program is composed of just one constraint, the proposed 
variant of the d i f f n constraint and the results are shown in table 6.10. We find 
that the performance of E-GENET is not satisfactory when the percentage of 
volume occupied is over 95%, similar to what we discover in the simple scheduling 
problems (see table 6.6). 
6.2.4 The cycle Constraint 
The cyc le constraint in CHIP is a very complex but powerful constraint designed 
for vehicle routing and scheduling problems. It has six variants but we would 
describe just the first one, 
cycle(iV, [Si,...,Sm]) 
where N, 5 i , . . . , Sm are all variables. The constraint holds if three conditions are 
true. First, for all Si, Si G { 1 , . . . , m}. Second, Si / Sj if i + j. Let Ci be the set 
of integers defined by 
f 
i e Ci 
< 
if j e Ci, then Sj G Q 
The last condition is that there are exactly N distinct sets among all Ci,s. The 
constraint can be seen as finding N distinct cycles in a directed graph of m nodes 
where each node is totally visited once. Initially, the list [S i , . . . , Sm] specifies 
the topology of the directed graph. The domain of Si is the outbundle of node i. 
Si 二 j if edge {i,j) is in one of the cycles. Part (A) of figure 6.9 shows a directed 
^The specially designed enumeration procedure is removed as it lacks generality. It can 
handle only problems where the large cube is completely filled. 
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Size of No. of Percentage 
the parallel- of volume Optimized E-GENET 
cube epipeds occupied CPU Time (sec) 
8 0 — 0 . 0 7 Q ( O . O 6 8 ) 0 . 0 5 Q ( O . O 5 3 ) 0 . 0 4 0 ( O . O 4 9 ) 
8 5 — 0 . 0 9 0 ( O . O 8 3 ) 0 . 0 8 5 ( O . O 8 5 ) 0 . 0 4 0 ( O . O 4 S ) 
1 4 9 0 0 . 2 8 5 ( 0 . 3 8 3 ) 0 . 2 3 5 ( 0 . 2 6 0 ) 0 . 2 1 0 ( O . 2 3 3 ) 
9 5 1 . 5 5 5 ( 3 . 0 4 5 ) 1 . 4 1 0 ( 5 . 1 7 4 ) 0 . 4 0 5 ( O . 9 O 4 ) 
98 > 3600 > 3600 > 3600 — 
100 > 3600 — > 3600 > 3600 
80 0.045(o.o59) 0.045(o.o54) 0.040(o.oso) 
8 5 0 . 0 9 5 ( o . o 9 o ) 0 . 0 8 5 ( o . i 3 o ) 0 . 0 7 5 ( o . o 9 s ) 
^ 3 1 6 9 0 0 . 4 1 0 ( 0 . 4 7 5 ) 0 . 3 3 5 ( 0 . 3 9 8 ) 0 . 1 9 0 ( 0 . 1 8 8 ) 
95 5.435(9.411) 3.610(13.871) l.66O(4245) 
98 — > 3600 . > 3600 lQ3.545(n9.373)  
100 - > 3600 — > 3600 > 3600 
8 0 0 . 0 6 5 ( O . O 6 5 ) 0 . 0 5 5 ( O . O 5 9 ) 0 . 0 3 5 ( O . O 4 3 ) 
8 5 0 . 1 1 5 ( 0 . 1 3 0 ) 0 . 1 0 5 ( o . i i i ) 0 . 0 6 5 ( o . o 7 4 ) 
9 0 — 0 . 2 Q 0 ( O . 2 3 5 ) 0 . 1 9 5 ( 0 . 2 3 1 ) “ 0 . 1 5 5 ( 0 . 1 7 4 ) 
9 5 — 3 . 9 6 0 ( 5 . 3 5 6 ) 1 . 4 7 0 ( 1 . 6 0 1 ) 0 . 9 3 0 ( i . 4 6 5 ) 
98 — > 3600 “ 29.950(70.12^ ~^~ 6.725(27.i43)  
100 “ > 3600 — > 3600 > 3600 
8 0 1 . 6 3 5 ( 1 . 6 4 9 ) 1 . 5 0 0 ( 1 . 5 1 4 ) 1 . 3 1 5 ( 1 . 3 2 4 ) 
— 8 5 3 . 0 4 0 ( 2 . 9 5 4 ) 2 . 0 6 0 ( 2 . 0 4 4 ) 1 . 9 4 5 ( 2 . 1 4 5 ) 
9 0 1 3 . 1 3 5 ( 1 5 . 1 4 9 ) 1 0 . 9 3 5 ( 1 1 . 4 6 4 ) 9 . 5 6 5 ( 9 . 9 3 o ) 
— 9 5 — > 3 6 0 0 — 7 8 9 . 3 9 5 ( 1 0 3 5 . 0 4 1 ) 1 4 8 . 8 1 0 ( 2 7 4 . 5 3 9 ) 一 
98 > 3600 — > 3600 — > 3600  
100 “ > 3600 — > 3600 > 3600 
8 0 1 . 5 7 0 ( 1 . 8 9 8 ) 1 . 4 2 5 ( 1 . 5 5 0 ) 1 . 1 1 5 ( 1 . 4 9 5 ) 
8 5 3 . 8 0 5 ( 3 . 7 6 1 ) 3 . 6 0 5 ( 4 . 2 1 9 ) 2 . 5 6 5 ( 3 . 2 7 9 ) 
3 ^ C ) 0 9 0 9 . 5 1 5 ( 1 0 . 9 3 8 ) 8 . 2 0 5 ( 8 . 1 6 3 ) 6 . 1 1 0 ( 5 . 9 4 1 ) 
9 5 — 7 3 7 . 3 4 0 ( 8 6 2 . 3 8 6 ) 3 4 0 . 7 5 0 ( 4 5 9 . 2 2 6 ) 1 5 1 . 4 9 5 ( 2 5 8 . 7 4 ^ 
98 一 > 3600 • > 3600 2393.955(i527.629)  
100 > 3600 ~~ > 3600 > 3600 
8 0 — 1 . 7 2 0 ( 1 . 7 6 5 ) 1 . 4 4 0 ( 1 . 5 0 4 ) — 1 . 0 8 5 ( 1 . 2 9 9 ) 
8 5 3 . 3 1 0 ( 3 . 1 7 1 ) 2 . 8 0 5 ( 3 . 3 2 6 ) 2 . 7 6 5 ( 3 . 3 3 i ) 
9 0 — 8 . 9 6 0 ( 8 . 9 9 6 ) 7 . 0 4 0 ( 7 . 3 0 8 ) 5 . 9 9 0 ( 6 . 7 2 0 ) 
9 5 “ 1 7 5 . 0 9 0 ( 3 3 5 . 3 4 9 ) 1 0 6 . 2 9 5 ( 1 3 1 . 7 7 6 ) — 3 7 . 5 0 5 ( 5 2 . 2 9 3 ) 
9 8 “ > 3 6 0 0 一 3 3 8 4 . 1 7 5 ( 1 9 9 3 . 6 9 4 ) ~ ^ 3 . 0 1 5 ( 6 4 5 . 3 8 5 ) 
100 > 3600 > 3600 �3 6 0 0 
Table 6.10: Results on three-dimensional packing problems 
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graph and domains of SVs. Part (B) demonstrates a solution for the constraint 
cycle(iV, [5i , . . . ,5e]) . 
f ^ a ：；% 
y^ K^^  y:::-¢^  
5 i G { 2 , 3 } 5 4 e { 2 , 5 , 6 } 
5 2 e { 1 , 3 } 5 5 G { 4 } cycle ( 3 ， [ 2 , l , 3 , 6 , 4 , 5 ] ) 
5 3 e { 3 , 4 , 5 } 5 e G { 3 , 5 } 
(A) (B) 
Figure 6.9: An example of the cycle constraint 
This constraint is handled in the optimized E-GENET as follows: the first 
condition is warranted by setting up domains for the variables appropriately. Next, 
we use an a l l d i f f e r e n t constraint to ensure the second condition holds. Finally, 
an intermediate node a is introduced. It stores number of distinct sets among all 
Ci's. Then, the constraint a = N can be used to cover the last condition. 
Benchmark problems for the cycle constraint are a number of Hamiltonian 
cycle problems. Each problem consists of finding a cycle in an undirected graph 
where all nodes are visited exactly once. We randomly generate the graphs with 
two parameters: number of nodes and average degree of a node. Three graphs are 
generated for each setting and the results are listed in table 6.11. Besides better 
scalability, E-GENET avoids arbitrary fluctuation in performance. 
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node average CHIP Optimized E-GENET 
no. degree CPU Time (sec) CPU Time (sec)  
1 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 . 5 3 0 0 . 6 4 0 0 . 6 3 0 0 . 0 4 5 _ 5 3 ) 0.075(o.o74) 0.065(o.o64) 
2 0 0 1 2 4 . 4 9 0 4 . 4 8 0 “ 4 . 4 3 0 — 0.310(o.339) 0.335(o.3i3) “ 0.295(o.328) 
3 0 0 一13 1 4 . 2 4 0 1 4 . 1 4 0 1 4 . 0 8 0 “ 0 . 8 3 5 (o . 9 6 3 ) l .O8O(1.521) 0 .965(o . 9 i 3 ) 
4 0 0 14 > 3 6 0 0 > 3 6 0 0 “ 4 1 . 8 1 0 1.120(i.i8i) 1.555(i.62o)_ 1.645(i.83o) 
5 0 0 " ~ ~ i 5 6 9 . 9 4 0 6 3 . 0 8 0 一 6 2 . 7 8 0 2 . 8 1 0 ( 2 . 9 2 4 ) 2 . 4 3 5 ( 3 . 3 0 2 ) 2 . 3 0 0 ( 2 . 5 4 9 ) — 
6 0 0 一16 > 3 6 0 0 1 2 8 . 8 7 0 " 1 0 8 . 1 2 0 4 . 4 1 5 ( 4 . 6 5 i 7 " 3 . 1 0 5 ( 4 . 7 5 4 ) 3 . 8 8 5 ( 6 . i 7 9 ) 
7 0 0 ~ 1 7 > 3 6 0 " 5 " 2 8 4 . 7 7 0 1 7 4 . 4 0 0 5 . 8 8 0 ( i i . 3 6 i ) 4 . 8 8 0 ( 7 . o o 6 ) _ 6 . 4 5 5 ( 7 . 4 2 i ) 
800 1 8 ~ ~ > 3600 > 3600 " 2 5 2 . 2 2 0 7.860(8.256) 7.385(ii.385) 9.250(i2.o59) 
900 i 9 > 3600 > 3 6 0 0 _ 362 .270 _12.210(i7.938) 9.145(i5.99i) 8.575(i3 946) 
1 0 0 0 ~ ~ 2 0 > 3 6 0 0 > 3 6 0 0 4 9 7 . 0 4 0 9 . 0 3 0 ( i 6 . i 9 o ) 1 0 . 0 8 5 ( i i . 7 3 5 ) 1 0 . 8 7 5 ( i 5 . 4 5 5 T " 




This chapter summarizes the contributions of our work and sheds light on further 
research. We also discuss the limitations and characteristics of E-GENET. 
7.1 Contributions 
The dissertation describes a general stochastic solver E-GENET which extends 
GENET [Tsang and Wang, 1992; Davenport et al, 1994] for both binary and non-
binary CSP's. The representation scheme for arbitrary general constraints allows 
E-GENET to solve efficiently many non-binary CSP's that cannot be tackled 
practically by GENET. In comparison with GENET on binary CSP's, E-GENET 
demonstrates similar or better performance. Memory requirement and network 
construction time are reduced as well. 
Besides, four optimizations to E-GENET are proposed. They rectify weak-
nesses of the representation scheme and provide a flexible way for integrating 
domain knowledge about characteristics of different constraints. As a result, ef-
ficiency can be significantly increased without any ad hoc modifications to E-
GENET. The optimized E-GENET also consumes much less memory. 
A contribution of this work is the development of a comprehensive constraint 
library on E-GENET. Elementary constraints including linear arithmetic con-
straints, the atmost constraints, the a l ld i f ferent constraint and disjunctive 
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constraints, and global constraints including the cumulative constraint, the among 
constraint, the d i f f n constraint and the cycle constraint are all handled. The 
gap between the constraints of a real-life problem and the constraints avail-
able in a constraint programming (CP) system using E-GENET are thus min-
imized. To the best of our knowledge, E-GENET is the first general stochastic 
method that can practically tackle complex constraints such as global constraints 
in CHIP [Beldiceanu and Contejean, 1994 . 
Finally, this work includes an implementation of E-GENET. The prototype 
shows both feasibility and efficiency of E-GENET. 
7.2 Discussions 
Similar to other stochastic solvers, E-GENET is in general incomplete. It is not 
guaranteed to find a solution even if there is one. Although a specific method for 
building E-GENET networks that ensures completeness is demonstrated in sec-
tion 4.4.2, we seldom use E-GENET in this way due to performance consideration. 
In many problems, we prefer incomplete stochastic solvers to the backtracking ap-
proach because of the same reason. The assurance may require months or years 
of CPU time. 
The probabilistic nature of E-GENET's convergence makes the time required 
for termination of the convergence procedure unpredictable. In addition, E-
GENET may occasionally be unable to locate a solution. Thus, a resource limit, 
such as time limit or maximum number of cycles, is imposed on E-GENET's con-
vergence procedure. When the CSP is inconsistent, E-GENET also terminates 
after the resource limit is exceeded. As a result, E-GENET fails to determine 
if a CSP is unsatisfiable. However, some information can be extracted from the 
E-GENET network after the search is abandoned and it may help us detect the 
cause of inconsistency [Cras, 1994]. Usually, this feature is unavailable in the 
backtracking approach. 
E-GENET is designed for finding one solution in any given CSP efficiently. If 
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multiple solutions are required, two methods can be employed. First, we can re-
execute E-GENET for a number of times since E-GENET has non-zero probability 
of returning any solution in the CSP as an answer. Without doubts, the same 
solution may be returned more than once. Second, we can re-execute E-GENET 
with the addition of an i l l e g a l constraint after a solution is found. The i l l e g a l 
constraint is to restrict the returning of the same solution. Unless the total number 
of possible solutions is known in advance, both methods cannot determine if all 
the solutions of the CSP have already been obtained. 
Currently, E-GENET can handle only CSP's with finite domain variables That 
means the domain of every variable is bijective with a bounded subset of Af, the 
set of all natural numbers. A set is denumerahle if it is bijective with M and a 
set is countable if it is finite or denumerable. E-GENET is in general unable to 
tackle domains that are denumerable or countable sets. Real domain is another 
type of useful domain which is unsupported in E-GENET. A domain is real if it 
is bijective with lZ, the set of all real numbers. 
In E-GENET, a CSP is treated like an optimization problem. At each step, 
we try to minimize the number of constraints violated. The main difference is 
that we know the lower bound of the optimal value and are interested only in 
the variable assignment. Nevertheless, it does not imply that E-GENET can 
solve combinatorial optimization problems (or constraint optimization problems) 
directly. The solving approach used in E-GENET can however be enhanced readily 
for this purpose [Voudouris and Tsang, 1994]. The approach is also suitable for 
rescheduling problems: given a solved CSP and user modifications which may 
introduce inconsistencies, we have to find a solution to the modified problem. 
High-order constraints can be handled in E-GENET by two methods. The 
first one is transforming these constraints into first-order, ordinary constraints. 
Consider the disjunctive constraint x = y + z V x — 2y — z. It is a second-order 
constraint which is true if either the first-order constraint x 二 y + z or x — 2y — z 
is true. Assume variables x, y and z have the same domain {1,2,3}. We can list 
all valid tuples for the disjunctive constraint as follows: 
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(3；，y, z )  
1 1 1 
1 2 3 
2 1 1 
2 2 2 
3 1 2 
3 2 1 
3 3 3 
The disjunctive constraint can then be represented as a first constraint c(x, y, z) 
where c{x, y, z) = {(1,1,1)，(1,2,3), (2，1，1), (2,2，2), (3,1,2), (3, 2,1), (3,3,3)}. As 
long as all valid tuples of the high-order constraint can be enumerated (which is 
always possible), the constraint can be transformed into a first-order one. 
The other method is the application of multiple levels of intermediate nodes. 
Use the above disjunctive constraint as an example again. We can use two levels 
of intermediate nodes for this second-order constraint (refer to the figure 6.3). 
The first level consists of intermediate node ai and a2, one for x 二 y + z and 
the other for x — 2y — z. Each of them, connected to the related variable nodes, 
holds the degree of violation of the corresponding constraint under the current 
variable assignment. Intermediate node b forms the second level. It is connected 
to ai and a2 and holds the degree of violation of the disjunctive constraint x — 
y + z V X = 2y — z. The second-order constraint can then be treated as b = 0 
(see section 6.1.3). When we have to handle high-order constraints in E-GENET, 
multiple levels of intermediate nodes can be constructed similarly. 
In this thesis, we seldom compare E-GENET to other stochastic solvers such 
as genetic algorithms and simulated annealings mainly because it is very difficult 
to find one that solves the same problems. Most of them are for optimization 
problems. For instance, stochastic solvers are widely used for job-shop scheduling 
problems (see section 6.2.1). However, their objectives are to minimize the time 
required to accomplish all the jobs, not finding a feasible schedule under a fixed 
time period. Besides, the benchmark problems are employed for testing the per-
formance of E-GENET on different type of constraint. In other words, we may 
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not use the best modeling for E-GENET to obtain the optimal performance. It 
is also hardly practical to implement the constraints into other stochastic solvers 
for comparison. 
As a general solver, E-GENET is in general less efficient than specific solvers 
tuned for a particular problem. E-GENET is nonetheless still competitive as it 
enables rapid program development for complex problems. The experience and 
knowledge gathered during the application of E-GENET can provide insight for 
building efficient specific solvers as well. 
Throughout the dissertation, we have compared the performance of E-GENET 
on many benchmarking problems with that of CHIP, a state-of-the-art CLP lan-
guage using the backtracking approach, and the results are satisfactory. As men-
tioned in Chapter 1，there is no universally best algorithm for all CSP's and 
hence, three guidelines on how to choose the suitable solver, E-GENET or the 
backtracking approach, for a CSP are suggested: 
• Clark et al. [1996] show that there is a significant correlation between the 
number of solutions and problem hardness for local search. Thus, if the 
number of solutions of the problem is supposedly few, say one or two, the 
backtracking approach may be a better choice. 
• The backtracking approach is algorithmic in nature and cannot escape from 
the curse of NP-completeness. When the search space is large, the per-
formance may be very poor. From benchmark results on simple schedul-
ing problems and three-dimensional packing problems, we observe that E-
GENET is affected slightly by the increase in the problem size. 
• The performance of the backtracking approach depends heavily on amount 
of constraint propagation available. If the constraints in the problem fail 
to propagate and prune variable domains well, E-GENET should be used 
instead. 
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7.3 Future Work 
In a CSP, all constraints have to be satisfied. These constraints can be referred 
to as hard constraints. It is common for real-life problems to be over constrained 
and some constraints can be violated with a cost. We call this type of constraints 
soft constraints. Rather than finding a consistent solution (which usually does 
not exist), the objective of these problems is to minimize the total cost incurred 
by violation of the soft constraints while satisfying all the hard constraints. Ex-
tending E-GENET to deal with soft constraints is an interesting area for further 
research [Voudouris and Tsang, 1996]. It is feasible to employ the notion of penalty 
value to handle the cost of a soft constraint. 
Another possible enhancement to E-GENET is the tackling of combinatorial 
optimization problems (CSOP's). A CSOP can be considered as a CSP with an 
objective function. Aside from satisfying all constraints in the CSP, we have to 
optimize (maximize or minimize) the function value returned by the objective 
function. In E-GENET, every tuple violating a constraint is associated with a 
negative penalty value. How about if we assign positive values, instead of zeros, 
to tuples satisfying a constraint? The search may be directed towards tuples with 
large positive values. In other words, we may be able to optimize the objective 
function in E-GENET with an enhanced assignment scheme of initial penalty 
values. 
Last but not least, while four optimizations to E-GENET are proposed to 
boost performance and reduce memory usage, three of them exhibit a high degree 
of flexibility and require domain knowledge in utilization. If the user wants to 
construct a constraint with the optimizations, asides from referencing the con-
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